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iV lo n t c la r io n
Form er employee
o f Wood Food
Service sues fo r
discrimination
by Monica Stlpanov
The Montclarion has learned that a sex discrimina
tion lawsuit was filed against Wood Food Service,
Inc., MSC’s current food contractor, by a former
employee in December 1991.
According to a copy of the complaint filed at the
Superior Court o f Essex County, Elizabeth A.
Rosenberger of Randolph, N J. is taking legal action
“to correct unlawful employment practices on the
basis of sex discrimination and relief for breach of
contract between her and Wood Food Service.”
She is seeking an undisclosed amount for compen
sator)' and punitive damages as well as damages for
humiliation, pain, suffering, emotional distress and
loss of reputation.
Shawn Coleman, food service director, was alleg
edly Rosenberger’s immediate supervisor during her
employment at MSC. He had no comment on the case.
Rosenberger has been advised by her attorney not
to comment on the case.
Wood's contract expires in June, and a bid has been
submitted to renew its three-year contract with the
college. Dr. Barry G. Cohen, assistant vice president
for finance and chairperson of the group evaluating the
bids, said he was not aware of any lawsuits that have
been filed against Wood.
Vice President for Administration and Finance
Thomas H. Auch declined to comment on the situa
tion, and said that the group evaluating the bids would
make any recommendations to him.
Auch added that he was unsure of when the college
would announce its decision on the contract.
According to the complaint, Rosenberger said she
began working at MSC as a dietician/marketing man
ager in August of 1989. Wood Food Service lists the
position as Assistant Food Director at Freeman Hall.
The position was not titled as such until September
1990 when Rosenberger allegedly was assigned to
Operation Manager of Freeman Hall cafeteria, but
Wood denies that this was the title of her position.
Wood still claims the position was entitled Assistant
Food Director at Freeman Hall.
The heart of the complaint began when Rosenberger
took a maternity leave from Feb. 11,1991 to April 11,
1991. During this time, Brian Luciano performed
Rosenberger’s function at Freeman Hall. According to
the filed complaint, approximately a week before she
was to return to work, Rosenberger was allegedly told
that “MSC no longer needed a dietician, so there would
be no job for (her) when she returned from maternity
leave.” Wood denies this allegation.

Please turn to LAWSUIT on page 5
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Carnival shut down
first night due to riot
by Maureen McGowan
A riot broke out Thursday night around 11:30 at the
Spring Week Carnival, resulting in the arrests of two local
high school students and another juvenile and causing the
administration to cancel the Carnival on the first night,
said Campus Police.
Campus Police said that there were several fights
which escalated into a riot situation, and they are still
investigating reports of incidents from that night. Mem
bers of 11 area police units, including Wayne, Little Falls,
Montclair, Verona, Cedar Grove, Clifton and Bergen
County, responded to the scene in lot 28 to assist Campus
Police in dispersing the crowd and stopping the fighting
before any further incidents could occur.
Campus Police said that there had been reports of small
fights all evening, but the last fight seemed to be the result
of an incident involving high school students from the
local area that occurred near the WMSC-FM booth where
people were “moshing.”
Derek Pinkham, a WMSC-FM disc jockey who was at
the booth most of the night, said he did not see anything
unusual, just people moshing. But according to the Cam
pus Police report, one high school student slammed into
another high school student and a fight ensued. The crowd
grew and the fight moved into the parking lot.

Mark Elders, a 19-year-old football player from Mont
clair High School, was arrested by Campus Police in
connection with the melee and charged with disorderly
persons and both aggravated and simple assaults. Campus
Police said Elders allegedly assaulted two residents from
Webster Hall who signed complaints Tuesday morning.
Two juveniles, 15- and 16-year-olds from Bloomfield and
Belleville, were also arrested at the scene.
According to eyewitnesses, there was another fight
near Alpha Iota Chi’s (A1X) ring-toss booth involving
several MSC students.
Dean James Harris of Academic Affairs said he was
near that particular incident and tried to break up the fight
by persuading students he recognized to disperse from the
scene. Harris said one student actually fell onto the apron
of the ring-toss booth, and then tried to grab a bottle from
the stand and use it as a weapon.
“I did, in fact, grab the bottle and persuaded him not to
use it as a weapon or missile,” he said.
Dean of Student Affairs Edward Martin said he was
also trying to break up the fights that were occurring. He
said he saw MSC students either trying to stop the fighting
or leaving the scene. “I know that at the major confronta
tions where I was involved, I saw none of our students
[participating],” he said.
SGA Legislator and CLUB member Michael Costa

Please turn to RIOT page 7

Student and former student
arrested and charged with
possession of marijuana
by Maureen McGowan
A student and former student of MSC were arrested
early last Wednesday morning and charged with possession
of marijuana, said Clifton Police.
Egan Lewis, 20, and Ernest Harris, 22, were arrested at
12:02 a.m. and charged with possession ofmarijuana, using
a Controlled Dangerous Substance (CDS) and resisting
arrest.
Lt. Carl Zoecklien, commander of the Clifton Narcotics
Tactical Unit, said the arresting officers allegedly observed
three males standing on the comer of Valley Road and
Robin Hood Road in Clifton smoking marijuana. When an
officer approached the males and identified himself, the
three fled on foot.

Two officers responded and pursued the suspects. Lewis
and Harris were apprehended; the third unidentified male
escaped.
Both were arraigned later Wednesday morning and
pled not guilty. Harris was released on $2,500 bail; Lewis
was placed in Passaic County Jail until he was able to post
bail later the same day. Court date is set for May 1 in Clifton
Criminal Court.
Campus Police said that Harris has been banned from the
campus by the administration and Lewis has been banned
from Blanton Hall. Campus Police added that Harris has
been arrested on campus before and charged with trespass
ing and aggravated assault; he was also in a motor vehicle
accident on campus with members of the Campus Police
department.
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OPEN SESSIONS
mm

The process of scheduling campus
meetings for finalists for the position
of Vice President for Student
Development and Campus Life has
begun. All members of the campus
community are urged to attend open
sessions with the following three
individuals:
DR. RUPERT JEMMOTTMonday, May 4 (formerly acting Vice
President for Student Affairs at New
York City Technical College,
Brooklyn, NY.)
DR. PATRICIA HARWOODTuesday, May 5 (currently Dean of
W esthampton College at the
University of Richmond, Virginia)
DR. BRENTON STEELE- Friday,
May 15 (currently Dean of Student
Life at the University of New Orleans,
Louisiana)
All open sessions will be held from
3:45 to 4:15 p.m. in the Student Center,
room 419. Resumes for each candidate
are available for review in the office of
the Vice President for Student
Development and Campus Life,
College Hall, room 217. Call Lisa
Greene at x4213 for further
information.

RESERVATIONS
Deadline May 1- Fifth annual AllSports Banquet, 6:30 p.m., May 7,
Student Center ballrooms. Special
guest: alumnus Sam Mills, linebacker,
New Orleans Saints. Jackets required
for men. Tickets: $15perperson. Mail
check to Sport Banquet, Athletics.

CONFERENCE
CERAF Conference. (Center for
Economic Research on Africa.)
"Privation Strategies in Africa." 9 a.m.3 p.m., Kops Lounge. Conference is
free to faculty, staff and students. The
cost of the lucheon is $ 15. Call x7299.
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C om p iled b y T.S. L aw ton from The N e w York Tim es,
The H erald News, The Bergen Record, and CNN.
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National

International
A fghan reb els d eclared an
Islamic government on Tuesday.
The change in power came 14 years
and a day since the Marxist coup that
ignited the civil war. The war may not
be over as several different rebel groups
seem determined to vie for power.
This was evidenced by several clashes
between rebel groups as the communist
government was laid to rest in
ceremony in Kabul.
Several Mexican government
officials and four Pemex Oil officials
w ere ch arged w ith n egligen t
homicide and several other offenses
stemming from last week’s sewer
explosion in Guadalajara, Mexico.
Five miles of street were taken out by
the blast and l,470people were injured.
The officials face charges because they
failed to fix a leak in a corroded pipe
and to evacuate citizens, after civilians
complained about a strong odor of gas
emanating from sewer lines.
S erbia and M onte N egro
proclaimed the “Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia” on Tuesday. Less than
half the size of the old six member
federation, it hoped to receive all the
benefits the previous Republic had in
international relations. 10,000 people
have died in the last 10 months since
S erbia invaded its neighboring
republics. The new Y ugoslavia
M acedonia declared
its own
independence from Yugoslavia. It was
recognized by China but has not been
recognized by most nations because
Greece fears it’s Northern Macedonia
region may be coveted by the new
state.
A recent report showed that as
much o f 90% o f the forest in
M adagascar may have been
destroyed. This is six percent higher
than previously thought. A red ring
can be seen around the island from
space. This is due to mud carried to the
oceans after it is washed away from
deforested land. The concern is that
most of the species found on the island
are not found anywhere else in the
world.
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Sat.

S everal earth q u ak es struck
California between Wednesday and
Sunday. The first quake, a 6.1 on the
Richter Scale, hit Southern California
on Wednesday. Two quakes, one on
Saturday, a 6.9, and a 6.5 on Sunday, hit
coastal North California. Several strong
after shocks were also reported. Fiftyone million dollars in damage was
caused by the northern quakes alone.
President Bush and Bill Clinton
won convincing victories in the
p rim aries in P en n sylvan ia on
Tuesday. Clinton took 54% of the vote
to B ro w n ’s 28% . P aul T songas
garnished 13% of the votes despite
leaving the race. President Bush got
76% of the vote to Buchanan’s 24%
showing a slight drop in the protest
vote. 25% of those polled said they
would vote for Perot in the fall. Bill
Clinton also got a boost when 64% of
the people asked on exit polls if he had
the integrity to be president said yes,
National Security Advisor Brent
Scowcroft is being scrutinized for his
support for farm credits to Iraq.
Scowcroft had aconsulting relationship
with the Atlanta bank funnelling funds
to Iraq before he joined the government.
He strongly supported $ 1billion in farm
credits for Iraq. The bank is suspected
of conspiring to give $5 billion in
unreported loans to Baghdad. Two
million dollars of that money is believed
to have been used to arm Iraq before its
August 1990 invasion of Kuwait. Bank
administrator, Chris Drougoul faces trial
on June 2 on charges of conspiracy and
fraud.
Last night, riots broke out in Los
Angeles when four police officers
charged with assaulting L. A. motorist
Rodney King were found not guilty.
Rioters looted, set fires, attacked cops
w ith rocks, bottles, and m alatov
cocktails, and overturned and burned
cars. The National Guard was sent in
for reinforcements.
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R id o n a i
Five New Jersey representatives
said they would resist any attempt
by House Democrat leaders to
impede a subpoena of the House
Banking records. Gallo, Zimmer,
Smith, Saxton, and Andrews do not
comply with the Justice Department
Investigation because it will further
tarnish the House. They also said that
a cover-up could decim ate the
House’s appearance in the public e ye.
Representatives of both parties are
among this group which favors
allowing 39 months of records from
the former house bank be disclosed.
Nine people were injured, one
seriously, when a car careened off
the street into the window of Sam
Ash Music on 160 W. 48 St. in
Manhattan. The accident is the
second in Manhattan in less than a
week. Last Thursday, a 74- year- old
woman, Stella Maychick, killed five
people and injured 26 others when
she hit a crowd in Washington Square
Park. No charges were filed against
her.
R ep resen tative
M arge
Roukema o f New Jersey urged to
review a case wher? a West Milford
company was denied a contract in
favor o f giving it to an Israeli
subsidized one and was able to
make an unrealistically low bid.
Kem p Indu stries said that the
$205,000 the government would save
by taking the Israeli firm’s bid would
be lo st by the unem ploym ent
compensation that would have to be
given for the 50 or so jobs that could
be lost by the failure of Kemp to
secure the contract.
Officials o f the New Jersey
Department o f Environmental
Protection and Energy plan to see
if they can stem the recent epidemic
of rabies among racoons in New
Jersey. The oral vaccine will be put
in storm drains, roadways, and food
baits. Tests will show if they can
garnish the same success that occured
in parts of Europe and the U.S. where
the vaccine has been used since 1987.

CORRECTIONS

Sun.
It is the policy of The
Montclarìon to correct all

showers &
thunderstorms

Mostly Sunny

High: 60
Low: 41

High: 62
Low: 45

Showers &
thunderstorms,
late
High: 61
Low: 44

errors.
If you spot an error,
please call us at 893-5169

C h an ce of
showers,
especially early

M ajorty C lear

High: 59
Low: 46

High: 61
Low: 40
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SGA
maypass bill
Greek Council holds debate for
to reimburse its
candidates of Executive Board
Executive Board
by Tara Mulligan

by George Olschewskl
SGA President Anthony Susco has authored a bill
that would enable the SGA Executive Board to receive
a reimbursement for up to 12 credits during their term
of office. The money for the credits would come from
the SGA's unappropriated surplus fund if the bill is
passed next Wednesday.
In order to prevent an abuse of this reimbursement,
the Executive Board members would only be paid for
six credits at a time in either the summer or fall
semester, and then six credits in the spring semester.
The Board members must complete the course with
at least a 2.0 to receive a reimbursement. The money
will not be given to the Board members if any of the
conditions are not met.
The total amount that the Board members will be
paid each semester is $494.40, which is $82.40 per
credit. The total for both semesters is $998.80 per
Board member and a total of $3,955.20 for all four
members.
Susco said that according to the bill, the Executive
Board's duties make it difficult to maintain a job,
which might limit candidate's ability to hold aposition.
This bill would make it easier for the Executive Board
members to meet financial needs and other responsi
bilities.
Several Class One organization members are not in
favor of the bill because they feel that Class One
executive boards put in as much time as that of the
SGA
Sam Rock, cinema chairperson o f the College Life
Union Board (CLUB), feels that while the SGA de
serves compensation, the executive board of all Class
One's should be entitled to compensation as well.
Walter Kulick, CLUB's president, believes that a
question involving taking student money to reimburse
the Executive Board's tuition should have been placed
on the referendum ballot during the SGA election.
Class One Conceits President Joe Seroka likes the

Please turn to BILL on page 7

Greek Council Executive Board elections will be held
on May 5. The candidates had a debate in the Student Center
cafeteria last Thursday. Running for president are Jennifer
Fender, from Sigma Tau Nu, Dave Cozzi, from Theta Xi,
and Rich Adams, from Phi Beta Sigma. Running for vice
president are Susan Herbst, from Alpha Iota Chi, and
A rnaldo C ruz , from A lpha Chi Rho. E lizabeth
Valandingham, from Alpha Iota Chi, is running unopposed
for secretary. Running for treasurer are Jack Tinari, from
Delta Kappa Psi, and Seth Gusman, from Theta Xi.
One of the main concerns of the Greek Council is Greek
unity. Dave Cozzi felt a need to form more Greek unity.
Cozzi is president of Theta Xi and has held five executive
board positions including two terms as president in his
fraternity. To obtain unity, Cozzi plans on having closer
contact with each organization. He also said that social
functions are “a very, very big part of unity.”
Cozzi would like to see more school money for Greeks
as a whole. “This is hard to attain,” he said, “if we are at each
other’s throats. The administration will not take us seriously
when we are not taken seriously among ourselves.” Cozzi
would like to see the administration more on the side of the
Greeks, instead of being pitted against one another. “I ’m
positive that it [Greek unity] is going to happen,” he said,
adding that he is willing to take the first step.
Jennifer Fender, from Sigma Tau Nu, said that the
problem with Greek unity is “no one is willing to talk to
others.” She would like to see an executive round table from
each subhouse. Greek Council subhouses are IFC
(Interfratemity Council), ISC (Intersorority Council), Panhel
(Panhellenic Council), UGC (United Greek Council) and
the Professional House. Fender suggested that more diverse
topics be discussed at Greek Council and that the Council
should hold seminars. This would “get the administration’s
respect.”
“Without us, this campus would be completely bogus,”
Fender said. “Greeks are the most active members of the
student body.” She added that she stresses unity more than
anything else, and would like to have immediate communi
cation with the new Student Affairs administrator.
Rich Adams, from Phi Beta Sigma, was unable to attend
the Greek Debate because the date was changed from

Tuesday to Thursday. Adams said he felt a “sense o f foul
play” over the situation because Carl Zietz, the organizer of
the debate and the liaison between the Greek Council and
the SGA, is in Theta Xi fraternity and Cozzi is in Theta Xi.
Adams said he would like to see the liaison between the
Greek Council and the SGA to be someone independent
from Greek organizations in order to prevent biases. He also
felt this would allow a non-Greek to report the positive
progress of Greeks and the Greek Council.
“It will be a long hard process before there is any type of
Greek unity,” he said. Adams said he would like to see more
mixers with UGC and the social subhouses, IFC, ISC and
Panhell in order to establish unity.
Adams said he would also like to form a grievance
committee to settle Greek problems within the Greek com
munity. The grievance committee, if passed, would also
issue fines for any violation of protocol, attendance or lack
of respect to other organizations. This would “deter prob
lems.”
Adams proposes to have at least two organizations tell
the Greek Council about themselves at each meeting to
instill more community service projects. He would like to
see worthwhile service projects in the immediate area three
times each semester with one person from each organization
in attendance.
As a whole, Adams said there is too much segregation
and too diverse a mix between organizations. “We need to
plant the seed before the tree will grow,” he said.
Susan Herbst from Alpha Iota Chi is running for the
position of vice president. Herbst is the current SGA vice
president and strongly stated that the Greek Council should
be separate from the SGA. “The SGA is an advisory and
should only advise Greeks when necessary,” she said.
Herbst plans on re-instituting a “Go Greek” campaign
which would encourage freshmen to pledge.
“On our own and by ourselves, we can do twice as well,”
she said.
Arnaldo Cruz also did not attend the debate but had
comments about Greek unity and other topics discussed.
He said there is atime for competition and atime to work
together. “To become unified, Greeks need to show their
potential and gain responsibility,” he said. The Greek

Please turn to DEBATE on page 5

SGA passes bill limiting
College Senate to revise
the amount professors can bill allowing part-time
charge for photocopies
students on Dean's List
by M ichael Cappadona
A bill has been passed by the SGA to
give professors alternatives to charging stu
dents for photocopied material issued in the
classroom, said Mildred Pellot, SGA legis
lator.
Students have complained about profes
sors charging as much as $30 for photocopy
fees and selling books out of the back seats
of their cars, said Pellot.
The bill, passed unanimously by the SGA,
suggested several alternatives to charging
students for copies, such as putting material
on reserve at the library. It also stated that
students do not have to pay more than $5 per
class for copies. If charged more than this
amount, students have the right not to pay
and action can be taken against that profes
sor.
A letter issued by Provost and Vice Presi
dent of Academic Affairs Richard Lynde
states that professors may have unknow
ingly been abusing copyright laws. One of
the laws states that “no charge shall be made
to the student beyond the actual cost of the

photocopying.”
Students had complained to the SGA
that Dr. Byung Min of the management
department allegedly sold books to students
out of the back seat of his car, Pellot said.
“Management Club members used the
books as a fund-raiser,” Min said. “I never
touched the money; the students came tome
for the books.”
Min added that the club sold the book
cheaper than the book store, and that the
money would be used for an award given to
management students with a GPA of 3.0 or
higher. The Management Club could not be
reached for comment.
One student, who chose to remain name
less, accused Dr. Chaun-Yu Chen, professor
of finance and quantitative methods, of
charging students $40 for a book sold out of
the back seat of his car.
“The book was nothing more than a few
photocopies, published and authored by Dr.
Chen,” the student said. “The book was
absolutely useless.” Dr. Chen could not be
reached for comment.

by Dawn Romano
A motion to revise the Dean’s List
policy to include part-time students has
been filed with the College Senate and
subsequently withdrawn to be rephrased,
said Dr. Richard Lynde, vice-president of
Academic Affairs.
The motion was tabled at the last meet
ing because its provisions were not clear.
It stated that part-time students must be
declared and have a minimum of 12 cred
its, the required GPA, and carried at least
six credits in each of two continuous se
mesters.
Traditionally, the Dean’s List encour
aged and recognized academic honors only
to full-time students who have a GPA of
3.50 or better and take a minimum of 12
credits per semester.
Dean of Student Affairs Edward Mar
tin said that to the best of his knowledge,
the Dean's List was not an option for parttime students. "The Dean's List grows out
of academic traditions that deal with full
time students. Carrying one or two courses

may be difficult, but may not be as chal
lenging as carrying four or ¡five,” he said.
Members of the Senate had difficulty
reaching a mutual interpretation of the
motion as well. They wanted to see the
motion written so that the Dean’s List is
not in any way “watered down,” said
James Cotter, the only student voting
member.
Lynde agreed. “The language needs to
be tidied up a bit, and also needs to be
cleared with the Registrar,” he said.
College Senate mem ber Dr. Sue
Weston said that the action was prompted
by a letter to the Academic Affairs Coun
cil from John T. Adamo, Jr., a part-time
second careers srtWent and was drafted by
Dr. Alicia Savage.
Weston said that the motion is pres
ently being rew ritten and w ill be
resubmitted to the Senate for a vote in
early May.
Cotter said that if the motion is passed,
it will only serve as a recommendation to
the administration and the final decision
will then be made by Lynde.
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■GET'EMI
OFF YOUR
BACK
O n c e y o u 've finished with yo u r textbooks, w h y pock 'em
around. Research shows you'll pro b a b ly never open them
a g ain. C ash them in while they still have market value.

SWeObuyLa llYOUR
BOOKS
books wHfi current m arket value
The

College

Store

May 11- 21 Monday - Thursday
8:30 am - 7:30 pm
Friday (May 15)
Saturday (May 16)
8:30 am - 4:00 pm 9:00 am - 1:00 pm

ID R E Q U IR E D

T H E T A X I \A T K K \A I, F R A T E R M T T
C o ttg r a tu la d o n s
t o t h e F E W E S T in it ia t e d
T H E T A X I m e m b e rs !

Theta X l is a “Too sexy to be a colony” class IV o f the SG A
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from page 3

Council should be able to solve problems such as the drive-in incident, he added.
Cruz said that the Greek Council should not have fall autonomy from the SGA, but
should eventually be allowed to charter their own organizations. “The Greek Council can
be a valuable asset to the SGA if motivated and used properly,” he said. The administration
and Greek Council “need to show concern for one another,” he said, adding that he would
like to see more administration invited to Greek Council meetings.
Jack T inari,of Delta Kappa Psi, is the present treasurer of the Greek Council. A popular
issue at the debate was the suspension of $3 dues that Greeks pay to the Greek Council for
one year. Tinari said he does not want to suspend the dues, but wants to start more programs.
He is presently organizing a Greek Card, similar to the SGA card but for Greeks only. Tinari
is also proposing a Copy Card for Greeks as well, which would allow Greeks free use of a
copy machine for personal use only.
A strong executive is needed next year to resolve past problems, such as unity and weak
committees, he said, adding that he would like to reduce costs in the long run.
Seth Gusman,of Theta Xi, has been a Greek Council representative for two semesters
and is also running for treasurer. Gusman agrees that the dues are too high, but should be
maintained in order to implement programming.
If the $3 were taken away, “Greek Council would not be able to put any ideas into
action,” he said.
Running unopposed for secretary is Elizabeth Valandingham .from Alpha Iota Chi, who
is presently aGreek Council representative. “Greek Councilis fine now but could be better,”
she said, and agreed that more unity is needed among the Greeks. “If there is a good
executive board present, there would be a lot less confusion.”
Valandingham added that the executive board needs responsible people. “Greeks
should look at who they are voting for,” she said.

LAWSUIT from page 1
Rosenberger protested the elimination of her position on the basis that the defendants
were discriminating against her because of her sex, pregnancy and higher salary than the
man who replaced her. Luciano was earning $13,152 a year less.
In April 1991, she was offered and refused the opportunity to return to her old position
at a salary loss of $8,152 a year. Rosenberger was out of work from April 1991 until June
1991 before accepting aposition with another employer. According to the complaint, at this
time, Wood offered her another management position, but she had already accepted another
job and was not willing to work for Wood at a salary lower than she was earning prior to
her going on maternity leave.

The Montclarion wins
three ASPA awards
by Nancy Gannon
The Montclarion received three awards
in the 1992 American Scholastic Press
Association’s (ASPA) Annual Review and
Contest for scholastic newspapers last week.
The awards include “Outstanding Colle
giate Newspaper for 1992,” “Outstanding
First Page” and overall “First Place with
Special Merit Among Universities with
Enrollment of 2,500 and Above.”
The awards were issued based on judg
ing in six areas: content coverage, page
design, general plan, art advertising and
illustration, editing and creativity. TheMontclarion scored highly in all of these areas,
with a grand total of 980 points on a 1,000point scale.
The Montclarion was one of over 600
institutions involved in the ASPA contest,
competing against other colleges and uni
versities such as Colgate and Loyola. Editor-in-Chief John Tibbetts, who has been on
the staff since 1986, submitted several is
sues of the newspaper for review and said he
was very pleased with the results.
“We ’re not trying to toot our own hom,”
he said. “I have witnessed a change in the
paper. We are covering more and more

stories in-depth, and I ’m glad that someone
recognized our efforts.
‘T he paper is the best it'sever been in my
tenure,” Tibbetts added.
P ro fesso r Ron H ollander, the
newspaper's adviser, expressed his appre
ciation as well. “This paper is produced by
a limited staff who woiks roughly 20 to 30
hours a week on the newspaper, as well as
taking classes and part-time jobs,” he said.
“G ven that, the quality of the newspaper is
amazing.”
Managing Editor Valerie Kalfrin said
that while the awards themselves may not
matter to some, the recognition was long
overdue. “We're short-staffed week after
week, and the staff we do have is pretty
eclectic. But for us to come together and
produce something for this campus that we've
all cared enough about to stick with cer
tainly counts for something,” she said.
Kalfrin is one of seven editors who are
graduating this year. “These awards are very
well-timed,” she added. “At the very least,
they'll look nice on a resume.”
SGA President Tony Susco added, “I’ve
always critiqued The Montclarion myself,
and it's good to see they’ve received some
recognition for the work they put into it.”
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Recycling books is a g o o d idea! You not only help save the
environment, you help other students save money as well.

RECYCLE FOR CASH
We buy a ll books w ith current m arket value

May 11- 21 Monday - Thursday
8:30 am - 7:30 pm
Friday (May 15)
Saturday (May 16)
8:30 am - 4:00 pm 9:00 am - 1:00 pm

ID R E Q U IR E D
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RECYCLE
FOR CASH
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CLUB
WOULD LIKE TO EXTEND ITS THANKS TO ALL
WHO HELPED OUTATTHIS YEAR'S CARNIVAL....
Andrea Nemeth
Walter Kulick
Tony Susco
Rob Tranter
Dan"Dano"Olawski
Oina Vasel
Michele Morgan
Chaz Juszczak
Sam Rock
Alison Murphy
Corinne Agins
Scott Santos
Margaret Marszat
■a

Ken Wolpin
Chuck Feiner
Dean Harris
Dean Martin
Phil Calitre
Sergeant Cell
and Campus Police
Marsha Young
Suzie Herbst
Larry, Rick and
the maintenance staff
Mike Bomhoff
Father Art

and anyone else we might have overlooked.
Your support was greatly appreciated.
and last, but not least, we wouldn't want to forget to thank
the “participants” in the rio t fo r ruining a tra d itio n a t MSC
which undoubtedly could have been a success.

CLUB is a Class One Organization of the SGA
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English article:

M SC celebrates the
career o f D ean Cohen
by Jorge L. Cruz-Moctezuma

A dinner will be held at the Wayne
Manor to honor Philip S. Cohen, dean of the
School of Humanities and Social Sciences,
on his retirement on May 1.
Cohen has served MSC for 40 years and
his deep sense of commitment has served as
an inspiration to many. His leadership has
enriched the academic level of the School of
Humanities and Social Sciences and the
entire college in general.
During his tenure here, Cohen has
witnessed and been part of some great
moments in the history of MSC. His
retirement will leave a void, which in some
ways can never be filled. "lam going to take
with me a lot of memories, experiences,
frien d sh ip s
and
a
feeling
of
accomplishment," Cohen said.
Cohen is leaving behind a great legacy of
projects and programs which will assist
future generations of MSC students. He
maintains that the future of MSC will have
a more diverse student population and a
more diverse faculty. "The curriculum is
going to reflect this great diversity. I am
leaving a lot of programs which will help
faculty members to prepare students for the
technological and social changes that are
going to take place in the 21 century," Cohen
said.
He has not fully defined his future plans;

he wants to travel and may write a book
related to humanities, the social programs
and the changes students are going to face in
the next 10 to 20 years, but he feels regretful
about his retirement. "It is hard to retire from
aplace where you have worked for 40 years.
On the other hand, it is going to be nice not
to have all those responsibilities," he said.
The Latin-American community at MSC
has always had a special respect and affection
for him. In addition, Cohen has always
demonstrated concern for minority groups.
He said that he has two reasons for this
special interest. "First, I work with them as
colleagues, and second, our minority student
body is increasing. If we do not have a
program for them and if we do not create a
favorable environment for them, we are not
encouraging minorities to come to the
college. If we do not do that, we are not
fulfilling our responsibilities. That is why
we have a Weekend College Program,"
Cohen said.
Through these words, his commitment
has become apparent. He added, "If we do
not accomplish our objectives, we would be
failing in our recruiting program forminority
groups."
All those who have had the honor of
knowing Cohen will treasure forever
memories of a great person who has
enthusiastically dedicated his life to the
development of the educational system of
MSC.
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from page 1

said he also witnessed the fight near the ring-toss booth and tried to stop it. He said he
woiked his way through the crowd to the center and tried to separate the fighters.
“Three or four guys were hitting one guy, and he fell over the apron of the booth and
was hit over the head by a bottle from the booth,” Costa said.
In addition to the fighting, Campus Police said they did hear reports of someone
having a gun, but cannot confirm these reports at this time. Both Harris and Martin said
they did not see any weapons, but Harris added, “I wouldn’t doubt that someone could
have seen a gun.”
Student eyewitnesses have said they did see someone take out a gun near the dunking
booth. MSC resident Raoul Rivera said he witnessed two males arguing and one of them
pulled out a “small 9mm automatic handgun.”
A senior English major, who wished to remain anonymous, said that she heard that
someone had pulled a gun while the crowd was dispersing out in the parking lot. "I was
standing at the entrance to the Carnival, looking out at the crowd in the lot, when suddenly
people started running and the crowd split in all different directions. Some were running
out into the lot itself, some charged the stairs leading to Clove Road and some just ran
for the grass hill. The police went out there and things seemed to settle down really
quickly, but a friend of mine on the stairs told me later that people running past him were
yelling about a gun."
Campus Police have not been able to determine an accurate number of injuries due
to the fact that some people went to the health center on campus. Others went to
Mountainside Hospital in Montclair, and many may have not been reported at all. So far,
no one has reported any serious injuries; one person was transported from the scene to
Mountainside for a minor cut on the head.

BILL

from page 3

bill, but doesn't like the fact that only the SGA will get reimbursed. "Class One
presidents do what the SGA president does - they do the deal making, the negotiating
and they bring it to the SGA president to be signed. If this bill will open the door for other
organization presidents, then I support it," Seroka said.
Susco said that the bill in no way excludes board members in Class One organiza
tions. "MSC has fewer students that are able to dedicate time and energy to student
leadership positions due to jobs to pay for school. This is an assistant package."
Susco also said that incoming board members can turn down the package if they
don't need it or want it.
SGA Vice President-elect Richard Kunze said that he would turn down the offer
because he already has a scholarship.
The bill passed through the SGA's Government and Administration Committee
yesterday with a unanimous vote. The bill must still pass through the Appropriations
Committee before it is voted on by the Legislature at the May 6 SGA meeting.

Spanish article:

La comunidad de MSC celebra la exitosa
carrera del Decano Philip S. Cohén
by Jorge L. Cruz-Moctezuma
El primero de mayo del año en curso, la
comunidad de MSC efectuará una cenabaile, la cual se llevará a cabo en el “Wayne
Manor,” y tiene como objetivo, el celebrar la
exitosa carrera del Dr. Philip S. Cohén,
Decano del departamento de Humanidades
y Ciencias Sociales, con motivo de su retiro
como miembro facultativo.
El Decano Philip Cohén, ha brindado sus
servicios en MSC durante 40 años, en los
cuales ha demostrado gran dedicación y
nobleza. Su experiencia y conocimientos
han sido de gran ayuda para mejorar el nivel
académico del departamento que tiene a su
cargo, así como el del colegio en general.
No cabe duda que al retirarse deja un
gran vacío en la escuela, el cual será difícil
de llenar, ya que con él se van grandes
momentos en la historia de MSC, como el
mismo comentó: “Al retirarme, me llevo en
el corazón un gran número de memorias,
ex p erien cias, am istades y un gran
sentimiento de satisfacción.”
El Decano Phüip Cohén, deja tras de sí,
una gran gama de proyectos y programas
que ayudarán a las generaciones futuras, ya
que él piensa que estas serán más interesantes
debido a que habrá mayor diversidad de
estudiantes, y m a y o r diversidad en el cuerpo
facultativo, “Los planes de estudios van a
reflejar esa diversidad. He creado bastantes
programas que ayudarán a los miembros
facultativos a encontrar un modo correcto

Decano del departamento de Humanidades y Ciencias Sociales Philip S.
Cohen (el segundo de la derecha) con (la Izquierda a la derecha) Dave
Stuehler de Ingles, James Boylan de anthropología y Robert Breading.
de preparar a los estudiantes páralos cambios
sociales y tecnológicos que tendrán tugaren
el siglo XXI, casi estamos en él,” comentó.
El Decano no tiene planes definidos para
el futuro, pero comentó que desea realizar
algunos viajes y tal vez escriba un libro
relacionado con los programas para los

cambios que los estudiantes enfrentarán en
los próximos 10 o 20 años.
Los sentimientos del Decano son una
m ezcla de tristeza, satisfacción y
tranquilidad, “Algunas veces experimento
una sensación de pesar, ya que es difícil
retirarse de un tugaren el cual se ha trabajado

durante 40 años. Por otra parte, es
reconfortante saberque no tendré todas estas
responsabilidades sobre mí,” comentó.
La comunidad latinoamericana siempre
ha sentido un gran cariño y respeto por él, ya
que el Decano Cohén siempre se ha
preocupado por ayudar a los grupos
minoritarios, demostrando así que siente
gran simpatía por todos los estudiantes y
miembros facultativos en general. Al ser
interrogado sobre este tema contestó: “Tengo
dos razones muy importantes, en primer
lugar, trabajo con ellos como colegas, en
segundo lugar, el cuerpo estudiantil esta
creciendo, en lo que a grupos minoritarios se
refiere, y si no tenemos un programa y no
creamos un medio propicio para ellos, no los
estamos motivando aque ingresen al colegio.
Y si no hacemos esto, no estamos cumpliendo
con nuestras responsabilidades. Es por esto
que tenemos el programa del Colegio de Fin
de Semana.”
Como podemos apreciarpórsuspalabras,
el Decano Cohén es una persona que merece
el respeto de todo el mundo ya que cuenta
con una gran capacidad y sobre todo con
mucha experiencia. “Si no cumpliéramos
con nuestros objetivos, estaríamos fallando
en nuestro programa de reclutamiento,”
finalizó.
Todos aquellos que han conocido al
Decano Philip Cohén, conservarán para
siempre algo de la grandeza de una persona
que ha dedicado su vidacon granestusiasmo,
al desarrollo del sistema educativo de MSC.

4-30 TH U R SD A Y - Art forum lecture: Holland Cotter, art critic for The New York Times, on “Contemporary Art: New York
to Bom bay.” Free. 3-5 p.m. Calcia Auditorium.
- PRIM ES Conference: Constance Kamii, keynote speaker, on “Reform in Primary M athematics: The
Harmfulness o f Algorithms.” Admission: $5 in advance; $10 at the door. 8:30 a.m.-3 p.m. Student
Center. Contact 893-7012.
^
5-2 SATURDAY - Diagnostic LSAT. Sponsored by Phi Alpha Delta. Free. 11 a.m.-3 p.m. Sign up outside legal
studies office.
5-4 M ON DA Y - CERAF Conference: “Privatization Strategies in Africa.” Free to faculty, staff and students. Luncheon cost is $15
9 a.m.-3 p.m. Russ Hall, Kops Lounge.

4- 30 TH U R SD A Y th rou gh 5-2 SATURDAY - A Chorus Line. Tickets: $7.50 standard; $6 faculty, staff,
alumni and senior citizens; $3.50 students. 8 p.m. M atinee
showing at 2 p.m. on 5-1. Also at 8 p.m. on 5-7 through 5-9 and
at 2 p.m. on 5-10. Memorial Auditorium.
5- 4 M O N DA Y th rough 5-6 W ED N ESD A Y - Dance collage: Student-, faculty- and guest-choreographed works.
Tickets: $4 general; $3 students and senior citizens. 8 p.m.
M orehead Dance Studio.

4-30 TH U R SD A Y - Joint recital: Sigma Alpha Iota and Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia. Free. 8 p.m
M cEachem Recital Hall.
5-1 FR ID A Y - Collegium Musicum: Joquin's “M issa Pange Lingua” and other works directed by Roland
Hutchinson. Preview of 5-3 performance at 8 p.m. Free. Noon. M cEachem Recital Hall.
5-5 TU ESD A Y - M ontclair State Jazz Ensemble directed by Chris W hite. Free. 8 p.m. M cEachem Recital Hall
5-6 W ED N ESD A Y - Piano concert by students. Free. Noon. Student Center ballrooms.
- M ontclair State Percussion Ensemble directed by Peter Griffin. Free. 8 p.m. M cEachem Recital Hall

5-3 SUNDAY - The Annual Outdoor Jam: Ziggy Marley and the Melody Makers with opening acts The
McEarly Brothers and Eye & I. Free. 2 p.m. Amphitheatre. Sponsored by Class One Concerts.

TU ESD A Y : Spanish club meeting. Noon. Student Center 402.
Tae Kwon Do team meeting. 7:30-9:00 p.m. Panzer Gym wrestling room.
W ED N ESD A Y : Union for Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Concerns meeting. 4-5:30 p.m. Calcia Fine Arts Building 209
t
Montclarion general membership meeting. 6 p.m. Student Center Annex 113.
Tae Kwon Do team meeting. See above.
TH URSDA Y: Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship meeting. 7:30 p.m. Student Center 411.
Spanish club meeting. 10 a.m. See above.
SUNDAY: Mass. 11 a.m. Russ Hall, Kops Lounge. 7 p.m. Newman Center, Dioguardi Room
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The Montclarion, huh?
English Majors and Journalism Minors:
Okay, we know the plan. Most fall into two categories, right? For
the purist English Majors, the plan consists of writing the critically
acclaim ed, best-selling novel that Jam es Joyce would have written
had he lived a few more years. For the hardboiled journalist, the
plan is to write a Pulitzer Prize winning essay on a heart gripping
story that has global implications. Of course there are others; you
may want to follow the new York Mets around the country and play
poker in typical Oscar Madison style or review the opening night of a
landmark Broadway extravaganza, n o matter. The details of your
personal agenda are not of primary importance. What is important is
the time between your graduation and your life of outrageous fame
and opulent luxury.
Yes, my friends, you'll need a job.
now, as you know (and your parents have no doubt reminded
you), an English degree does not necessarily ensure a job. What you
really need (dramatic pause) is experience. Something concrete to
shore up your resum e beside the old standby: "...I'm a people per
son."

We ll fill your
attache case
so much you
may need help
carrying it.

That's where The Montclarion comes in.
Picture, if you will, waiting in the lobby of your prospective em
ployer along with your peers. They are attired in the latest business
fashions (long pointy collars, abstract floral ties, pressed silk
blouses) carrying around their graduation present leather attache
cases purely for aesthetic purposes. You, on the other hand, sit
there equally stylish (more so we'd say), but with your attache case
brimming with professional-esque clippings graced with your byline
from an award-winning college newspaper. Heh, heh.
Hell, you'll make enough loot to pay back your student loans and
afford a telephone in your sparsely decorated apartment.
Plenty of positions are open to m eet your individual taste and
style. Among them are news reporters, feature writers, sports writ
ers, editorial columnists and arts writers.

Photography students:
You probably started taking pictures with Dad's Kodak
110, right? Then, maybe in the eighth grade or so, your
If you supply the Aunt Florence bought you one of those Polaroid Instamatic
bad boys. Pictures you snapped of Fluffy your cat, your little
frames, we can
brother being potty-trained and your left thumb as a fledg
probably decorate ing artist are, today, family heirlooms, right? Close even?
Oh well, at least we know you love photography. And
your family room. where
better to get a great deal of experience than right
here on MSC's very own beloved student-run newspaper?
Even if you don't know everything about taking pictures,
we've got a really friendly staff here at The Montclarion that
would love to help you sharpen your skills.
By the time you graduate, you'll have a portfolio that
would make even the most seasoned photographer green
with jealousy. Your photos will be seen by over 10,C 00
people every week and if you're really good, we can even
put your name in huge banner headlines each and every
week (just kidding about the headline part).

What's in it for me?
Marketing Majors:
It might not help
your Alvin and
the Chipmunks
impersonation.

You, my friends, are in for quite a shock when you leave
the lovely tree-lined campus of MSC, never again to return
to your Consumer Behavior class. Despite George Bush's
claims to the contrary, this country is in a nasty recession.
What does that mean to you? Well, the possibility does ex
ist that you may end up delivering pizzas for Domino s after
graduation while pretending the spare room over Mom and
Dad s garage is your studio apartment in the city. Scary, eh?
The job market is a little tight now, and a little resume
booster never hurt anyone. But do you really want to take
an internship inflating 1-800-FUTON 4 U balloons just to
impress your prospective employer? We didn't think so.
Read on.
The Montclarion, the most popular college newspaper on
the MSC campus, is looking for an Advertising Manager.
This is a position with real responsibility. The Ad Manager
discusses ad rates with interested parties, oversees the pro
duction and placement of ads in The Montclarion, recom
mends and trains salespeople, supervises and oversees all
advertising and graphic employees, and best of all, earns a
tidy commission on all off-campus ads.
There is also a need for sales representatives.
And we give you our word, no helium is involved.

Graphic Design Students:
Walk into The Montclarion s office and
feast your eyes, no, to the right, that's just a
beat-up old desk over there. That's right, the
computer room. No dusty old Commodore
64's here. We have (pretty close to) top-ofthe-line Macintosh Ilci's. Four of 'em (lov
ingly named after the Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse). And they're chock full of the
latest programs. We've got Aldus Fagemaker
and Freehand, Adobe Illustrator and
Photoshop. Deskpaint? But of course. We've
even got Quark XPress (although noone's
figured out how to run it yet).
So if you want first-rate experience and a
nice hefty portfolio, hurry on in.

We've got the
equipment that
you long for.

Anyone and everyone is invited to join The Montclarion. Positions are open to all majors.
Call us at 893-5169 or stop by at rm. 1 13 of the Student Center Annex. Who do you contact?
Just about anyone really. Feel free to leave a message.
To be more specific ask for the following:
Hews Writers contact Maureen McGowan
Arts Writers contact Joe Seroka
Feature Writers contact Karen Lee Stradford

Photographers contact Dave Cohen
All others contact Kevin Colligan
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Perm anent Part-tim e
Package H andlers
Transforming Lives...
National Teacher Day
Tuesday, May 5,1992

Our tuition reimbursement package
is one of the most important
packages UPS delivers.

W hat did H enry Adam s, Louisa M ay Alcott, D w ig h t D.
E isenhow er, and George Sanchez have in comm on? Theyj
each sp en t a part of their careers transform ing lives-through teaching. On T uesday, M ay 5, w e celebrate
N ational Teacher Day. It's a day for us to say thanks to
those special m en and w om en w h o have touched and
transform ed our lives and those o f our children.

United Parcel Service knows how difficult it is these days to get through school,
academically and financially. While we can’t help you get better grades, we can
help you by offering one of the most generous tuition reimbursement packages
around.
By working 3-5 hours a day, 5 days a week on selected shifts, you can be
eligible for educational loans of up to $25,000 a year and tuition reimburse
ment of up to $2,000 a semester. You'll also start at $8 an hour, be able to pick
a schedule that works around your classes, get paid holidays and vacations,
receive company benefits and be eligible for promotions.
UPS also knows that free time is important As a part-time package handler,
you'll get weekends off! That’s plenty of time to study or recharge.
No wonder we say UPS delivers more than a great job...UPS Delivers
Education.
To learn more about this great opportunity, please visit the Student Center
on Wednesday, May 13th from 11am to 3pm. Or, apply in person during our
regular interview hours at one of the locations listed below.

Thank a teacher!
National Teacher Day
May 5,1992

UPS Secaucus
493 County Ave.
Mon.-Fri., 9am -llam
Mon.-Thurs, 4pm-6pm
UPS Saddle Brook
280 Midland Ave.
Tues. & Thurs., 2pm-4pm

Equal Opportunity Employer

The Global Education Center

The Department of Economics and Finance

Office of the President, Montclair State

School of Business, Montclair State

ERAF
Center For Economic Research on Atrica

S ch o o l of B u sin e ss, M o n tcla ir S tate

present:

Privatization Strategies
in
Africa
An International Conference with Panel Presentations by:
i

Paul Ballard, H ead
Industry and Energy Divison
Africa Technical Department
The World Bank, Washington, D.C.

Magatte Diop, Vice-President

Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf, Vice-President

International Financial Group
Central and West Africa
Citibank West Africa, Dakar, Senegal

Equateur Advisory Services
Equateur Bank
Washington, D.C.

Belhadj Merghoub, Director

Sam E. Omoruyi, Chief Research Officer

Washington Office
African Development Bank
Abidjan, Côte d' Ivoire and Washington, D.C.

Central Bank of Nigeria
Lagos,
Nigeria

Keynote Address by:

Charles Konan Banny, Governor General,
West Africa Central Bank (BCEAO), Dakar, Senegal

Registration in Russ Hall

Economics Department, Room 206
Registration Deadline: April 25

Monday, May 4, 1992

Kops Lounge, Russ Hall
8:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

C onference and Luncheon Fee:

$13.00, with Valid Montclair State I.D.
Payment to Montclair State

This advertisement has been sponsored by theEconomics Society of Montclair State, a Class II Organization of the S.G.A.

T h a t is t h e q u e s t i o n
by Anthony DIPasquale
When Pam and Celeste were freshmen,
they would walk down to the Clove Road
Apartments on a Saturday night looking for
one of the many parties that were always in
full effect. The sidewalk in front of the
apartments was jammed with merry makers
walking from party to party, blowing off
steam from a hard week of classes, anxious
to meet new people and share in the experi
ence of a college party night
Now as seniors Pam and Celeste live in
Clove, and like the vast majority of MSC
residents, they go home on the weekends,
turning the once heartland of MSC into a
veritable ghost town.
“Clove Road has changed so much since
we first came here!” said Celeste Narciso a
senior living in 202c. “It’s so dull now I
would rather go home and watch my grand
mother eat crackers, than hang-out here on
the weekends.”
This new kinder and gentler Clove Road
is what Residence Life has worked to create
over the past few years. By revoking the
party policy, forbidding anyone from gath
ering in front of the apartments, and limiting
the number of guests allowed inside to double
the number of occupants has changed the
Clove Road experience forever.
Kevin Rakowsky, assistant director of
Residence Life said there is “a new breed of
Clove Road residents” that is more aca
demic and more focused.’’Clove is much
more competitive now,” said Rakowsky.
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“W e’ve de
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before they
still want to
are allowed
be a part of
to move in.
the college
Clove In Its everyday setting
Any student
c om m u currently on probation will not be allowed nity, according to Rakowsky.
in, and the remaining are assigned by a
“Clove Road is still an attractive option
process of points based on class standing.” to most students, and is a kind of reward.
Mary Valenti who has been processing Many students are happy with the new poli
Clove Road applications for years remem cies at a o v e . They can eat, sleep, and study
ber the time when the waiting list to get into there, and still be social. We haven’t banned
Clove was very long, and the majority of the alcohol, so you can still get a case of beer
people who lived there were seniors. Now it and have friends over,” said Rakowsky,
is only about 14 %seniors, the rest are under
The new Clove does appeal to several
classmen.
students living there such as Jaime Diac a
“A while back there used to be a big list senior living in 103a who remembers Clove
when we didn’t scrutinize, and Clove went when there wasn’t evenadirector to oversee
a little wild. As the restrictions began to be the unit managers. “I like it much better
put in place [1989-1990] some of the people now. It’s not like it used to be when the unit
living there resented the changes andmoved managers didn’t have much control. Now
off campus. There were a few open spaces that you can get kicked out, it is so much
that year, but the following year the demand quieter.”
Wade Whitehead,ajunior living in 108c,
began to increase and this year it is strong
again,” said Valenti.
feels the fear of getting kicked out is why
Because of the amount of damages the there is no sense of community at Clove this
apartments underwent during the party years, year. “The problem with Clove is everyone
and the amount of documentation piled high is petrified of getting kicked out. It has
on his desk after a Thursday party night, the turned everyone into a commuter. They go

jiPU S: The Community Speaks
Should MSC continue to have
carnivals in the future?
No, because the kids here don’t know
how to behave themselves.

No. Carnivals don’t appeal to our age
group. They should have more concerts.
Juan Angueira
Sophomore, undeclared

Susan Tel
Junior, English

Yes, definitely. I think it’s important
)r students to interact with each other in
non-competitive setting. Social events
n campus are important to let students
:lax and enjoy college. It shouldn’t be all
'ork.

Milene Landa
Freshman, undeclared

out to the bars on Tuesdays and Thursdays
and go home on the weekends. I guess it will
take someone to die from drunk driving
before they will allow parties back on
campus," he said.
While there has been a great exodus of
students moving off campus, the majority of
students still desire the intermediate step
between the real world and college that
Clove offers, according to Rakowsky.
“Clove is in Little Falls and students
there are not exempt from local law, but in
some cases the police will turn the cases
over to the college, a luxury a student
wouldn’t have living off campus,’’said
Rakowsky.
This is indeed a luxury considering the
headlines in recentMontclarions describing
MSC students living in nearby Clifton being
arrested by Clifton’s Special Narcotics Unit,
or the students living in Montclair being
charged with disturbing the peace and serv
ing alcohol to minors—a little more severe
than being written up by an A.M. for violat
ing quiet hours.
So the future Clove Residents will have
to decide: To Clove or not to Clove, and will
have to ask themselves if they fit into the
new world order being enforced by Clove
officials. But many MSC students like Pam
Colon can’t help but feel a loss. A loss of the
only place they could go and hangout and
feel like they belonged to a real college.
“The administration and Residence Life
keep saying that they want us to be a com
munity, but they are pulling us apart with all
the rules,” said Colon.

It should be mandatory for students to
live on campus or nearby away from their
parents. There should be a carnival every
week. I ’m all for anything that creates a
sense of community and decreases apathy.
Dave Anderson
Junior, Engl’rii
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O SA U raises m oney for K itabu L ibrary
oteworthys
The annual Holocaust M e
m o rial O bservance, spon
sored by the Jewish Federa
tion o f Greater-Clifton Passaic,
w ill take place on M a y 3, at
7 :3 0 p.m. at the BessermanWeiss A uditorium o f the Jew
ish Community, 199 Scoles
Avenue, C lifton. The guest
speaker w ill be M r. Paul
Strassman. O ther events in
clude a candle lighting cer
emony, a musical, and poem
reading. For inform ation call
(2 0 1 )7 7 7 -7 0 3 1 .

Cancer screenings for women
over 4 0 w ill be o ffe re d at
Planned Parenthood in Dover at
30 North M orris Street on Friday,
M a y 8, from 9 a.m . to 3 p.m.
These lo w -c o s t s c re e n in g s
include a pa p smear to detect
c e r v ic a l c a n c e r, a b re a s t
e x a m in a tio n , a n d a b lo o d
pressure check. The fee is
$ 1 0 .0 0 . For an appointment,
call (2 0 1 )3 6 1 -6 0 0 6 .

by Carl G. Chase
Hoping that improved funding will help are proposing for next year is $375.
“We are also increasing other budget
serve students better, the Organization of
lines,”
said Chapman. She also added by
Students for African Unity hosted some 50
saying
that
money is tight in general. Most
students in an Open House, Wednesday,
of
the
books
we carry are not available at
April 29.
Kitabu, the 400-book
library survives on 75%
of OSAU’s budget but
should be about five per
cent, staff members said.
Kitabu has a proposed bud
get of $375 for next year
or 91% of the proposed
total. Kitabu director and
MSC junior Mark A. Wil
liams said the additional
money is mostly needed
to aid students studying or
doing research involving
Africa or African-Ameri
can topics.
Juliza Montes De Oca,
a sophomore and sociol
ogy major, said, “The li
brary needs more, newer
books.” They need to
update the collection.”.
Idrlssa Ismail signing out an autobiography named
W illiams agreed. “The
library only had money to
buy 50 books this year with
the small budget we were able to get,” he Sprague Library,” Williams said. He also
said that students should not travel to far
said.
“Kitabu, like OSAU, needs a computer away libraries to succeed in African-Ameri
to replace the ancient Tandy with twin 10- can studies. “W e’ll go to the (next year’s)
inch floppy disk drives and at least $1000 classes and find out what books students
worth of new books,“ said Erika Chapman, need,” he said.
Paulette D. Caldwell, a junior specializ
OSAU secretary. Williams said he could
ing
in consumer affairs, receives a college
remember the last time that machine was
work-study
income for her work as a Kitabu
working. However, the total funding they

librarian. She said that she will work for
nothing on it, because she likes the people
who use it and she learns a lot herself. “I love
the books, especially poems by Maya
Angelou," she said.

Ghana

One member of OSAU, a junior male,said
Kitabu’s staff, who ran the library about 2025 hours a week, is competent and helpful.
“They don’t half-step,” he said.
Williams said that library hours will be
considerably longer next year. “I ’m taking
several days free of classes and I ’ll be here
to help anyone who comes in,” he said.

Health educator talks to
WMSC invaded by Brownies women of W ebster Hall
by Karen Lee Stradford

Girl Scout Troop on afield trip

by Henry Komorowskl

Adjunct Professor Henry Komorowski, his wife, Mary, and Theresa Calleja took their
hird grade Brownie Girl Scout Troop from Bogota on a field trip to MSC on Thursday,
\p ril 23.
The prime objective was to see how a real radio station operates. Thanks to the
lospitality of Vin Toscano, this was possible. The girls actually got to see Vin and Tony
Concepcion do their show "Vin and Tone's excellent radio show."
Unknowingly, Vin and Henry had set up the visit for the same day the MSC carnival
started. You know the feeling when you have two exams the same day? Vin and Tony
ooked like they were having two exams at the same time!
Incredibly enough, the visit went off without a hitch. Vin and Tony were patience
personified as they explained the hundreds of control knobs and slides and the many other
echnical items they must master to bring out a radio show. Just before the show, the
Brownies also met "D.J." Kristen Stephens. Kristen was not aware the visit was going to
jccur and yet, she reacted to the Brownies like they were visiting, loved, little sistens.
We were amazed at how well she and all the radio staff got along with the Brownies.
Ihe Brownies also met "Chatty Cathy" (Kathryn Dean). They really liked her, maybe it
was because they could talk to her "eye to eye" - she was only about a half inch taller than
he tallest Brownie.
About the same time, many of the MSC women in the radio station began to recall
some of the fun things they did when they were Brownies. One seemed genuinely
lisappointed that she was not a Brownie when she was a little girl. Then, the conversation
shifted to the guys and they admitted that they were Boy Scouts and that they had enjoyed
he experience.
After taking a break for pizza, it was back to WMSC to visit Vin and Tony again. There
was "good chemistry" between the students of WMSC and the third grade Brownies.

"Women need to be aware of their
bodies," saidBeth O'Leary, ahealth educator
and employee at Planned Parenthood Essex
County. O’Leary was invited to speak by
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority as part of its project
entitled "For Women About W omea"
O'Leary stressed the importance of
women having regular check-ups as well as
pelvic examinations and welcomed them to
come to Planned Parenthood for a visit. She
commented on the skillfulness of all the
doctors and nurse practitioners.
"I would trust them with my body,"
O'Leary said. "They're good and certified
people, who go to conferences all of the time
to get the most up -to- date information."
O’Leary told the women that if they
decided to make an appointment, everything
would be confidential and they wouldn't be
pressured. She attempted to make her
audience realize the dangers that could occur
when a woman doesn't take care of her body
and gave good reasons why check-ups are
necessary.
"The best time for a woman to start
having annual pelvic exams is when she's
18-years-old," she said. "If she's sexually
active at a young age, she should have one
earlier." She pointed out the symptoms of
some problems: severe bad cramps, achange
in menstrual cycle, discharge, bleeding
between periods. She also mentioned side
effects from birth control pills and advised
the women to keep track of their periods.
“The better you know your body the better,”
she said.

Among speaking about the importance
of frequent examinations, O ’Leary also
stressed the importance of condom use. Since
AIDS is rapidly becoming a major part of
our society, O'Leary advised the women to
always use condoms.
"Nothing comes close to the latex
condoms when it comes to preventing a
disease, although nothing is 100% effective,"
O'Leary said. She recommended that women
who are not in a monogamous relationship
be tested every five to six months.

"Women need to be aware
o f their bodies.”
She said that intercourse is a high risk
activity, whether it’s vaginal, anal or oral
and mentioned that outercourse is much
safer. Outercourse being any sexual activity
other than vaginal, anal or oral intercourse.
O ’Leary also said that there are other
diseases besides AIDS, such as Chlamydia,
Trichnomonas and Gonorrhea, which are
also sexually transmitted. “Chlamydia is the
fastest grow ing sexually transm itted
disease," she said. “There are approximately
four million new cases every year."
The women were told that each of these
diseases could affect the heart, vision or
reproductive organs if contracted. “Diseases
don’t discriminate,” she said.
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Prophecies of the apocalypse: part one
Do you feel it? The sky is falling, the
mountains are crumbling, the ocean boils
like a pot of tomato soup. One would expect
the end of the world to occur in some Biblical
location, caused either by the wrath of God
(you know plague, famine, volcanoes, etc.)
or by the stupidity of man (nuclear war,
chemical contamination, Carson leaving
NBC), that sort of thing. But low and behold
fellow urchins, we are fortunate enough to
bear witness to the complete collapse of
modem society right here in our own play
pen. As our Craftmatic Adjustable Beds of
existence teeter precariously over the edge
of the abyss, the rumblings of armageddon
are shaking our fair institution and histori
ans will be able to trace the beginning of the
end straight to Reid’s Retreat of the Rela
tively Rehabilitated MSC.
Now, signs of the apocalypse aren’t what
you’d expect them to be. Nothing obvious
anyway. No, the signals of the end of the
world come in more subtle, but no less acute
forms of hysteria and in the most unex
pected places. So ,let us journey through our
campus of carnage,through the events and
peculiar places of the past weeks so that we
can come to grips with our ultimate and
inevitable demise. Heavy, huh?
O.K, it all started with the drive-in in lot
28 (a.k.a Excuse to get really drunk and sit
in a parking lot to watch big macho guys get
Pot and bothered). Scenes with Patrick
Swayze illuminated on the screen, larger
than life, randomly flexing his muscles, that

the more primal gender types of the crowd
started to question their own masculinity.
Push came to shove, literally, then to punch,
and suddenly it became terribly more inter
esting to watch somebody get a real live
bloody nose (Rapture!) then to see dozens of
bad guys get mowed down by sub-atomic
machine guns on screen. Gather ‘round kids,
it’s another senseless brawl brought to you
by HPG (Huffy-Puffy Guys) a class five of
the S.G.A.
Violence notwithstanding, the events in
lot 28 proved that Greeks, like locusts, con
gregate in a quasi-anti-harmonic conver
sion, to be known hereafter as the “Alphabet
Plague.” The virus strikes young males and
females between the ages of 18-23, the main
symptom being a complete loss of identity.
Victims wander the campus aimlessly,
whimpering and drooling, reciting the Greek
alphabet while letting a match bum to their
fingers. There is no known cure, but the
plague can be treated by tilting the victims
head such that he/she can see the Greek
letter emblazened on their sweatshirt. Its an
endearing thing to watch as the victims eyes
bug out of their skull. “I know who I am!
HA, HA, HA! My name is DGT. I’m DGT!”
The euphoria is short lived, however, the
jumping up and down of the victim causes
him/her to forget to look at their sweatshirt,
thus immediately losing their identity again.
It’s a vicious cycle.
So the week continues and the signs of
the apocalypse become far more frighten

ing. Case in point; one time SGA legislator
and part time Nostradomis caliber prophet,
Sam Rock, made the startling prediction in
last weeks Montclarion that the Carnival (of
sorts) would be sabotaged by throngs of
angry slobbering youth. But even the Rock
could not have predicted the melee and
massacre that ensued. As the thugs of the

underworld were trying desperately bto
gouge each others bellybuttons ap a rt, the
peons of the spectacle were trying as desper
ately to make sense of it all. Here is actual
text of actual conversation, translated from
the unintelligable, presented to you, the fair
and endearing reader, from that fateful
night...
“FIGHT!!! Cool!! Its a FIGHT!!”
“WHERE?!? I can’t see who or what
OOF!”
“WOW! I think that mob of psychos just
killed John. Cool! Look at his guts just
pulse like that!”
“HEY YOU GUYS! Derek just lit him
self on fire while he was being busted for

smoking dope in the parking lot! This is
GREAT!”
“I heard the National Guard is here and
they just called in the Navy.”
“Anyone want a hot dog before they
knock the booth over? I ’m hungry.“
“I JUST SAW CHER! She was helping
Dean Martin direct traffic!”
And so on. Confusion and chaos are the
cornerstones of armageddon. The next day
Joe was talking about the infamous “Guy
with the Gun.” The Reader’s Digest version
of his groove was that if somebody had a gun
, why didn’t they use it? “Guns aren’t foi
show,” he said “Man if you have a gun
shoot somebody, anybody!”
Oh, this is lovely. And to top the whole
couple of weeks before the apocalypse off,
the honorable and omnipresent President
Anthony Vito Susco, the man solely respon
sible for changing the way the students at
Camp Montclair perceive both rollerblading
and masturbation, decided to finally gradu
ate after six years and leave the rest of us
floundering in puddles of pitifulness.
So before the end of the world, this
columnist would like to mate at least one
more time. There’s this terribly enchanting
creature that glides across the Student Cen
ter Quad from Calcia every now and again
with sort of purplish curly black hair and a
China doll's face. So, I hope she can be
persuaded into a bomb shelter and then hell
bring the apocalypse! Farewell, but not
goodbye.

C O 7W I0 B O O K S & M O H R
p r e se n ts
A N ew and Exciting W ay to M ail Order.
W e at Comic Books & M ohr give 20% -30% off back
issues and we>give 5% off new issues. W e also give
college students an additional discount. Ask for
details. W e carry a wide variety of merchandise.
M arvel, DC Independent Comics, as well as TSR,
D&D Gametrv, Model Kits and Vinyl Model Kits.
Every comic snipped out is guaranteed to be bagged
and boarded.
*And to be at your door 2-8 days after placing order
or it's half price.* vue a l s o b u v c o l l e c t io n

POUNDS

W e n o w c a r r y U lt r a m a n
a n d U lt r a m a n
OR CAUSendname
2 0 1 -3 1 6 4 7 6 9
& address to
a c c e s s o rie s
Monday-Saturday 9-9
COMIC BOOKS
Sunday 12-6
& MOHR
*N o additional shipping fees
1225 Cedar Street
* Providing supplies or comics are
Boonton NJ 07005
in stock, models, bags, boards, etc.
Suite 14

Don't be weighed d o w n b y textbooks you hove already finished.
Sell them back for cash while they still have value.

SO
L YOUR BOOKS
We buy a ll books with current m arket value
The

C O M IC B O O K S & M O H R C O U P O N

Good for one free delivery anywhere in the USA. We
guarantee that no one will beat our prices.
Coupon good for purchase of TSR, Model Kits,
Comic Books, etc.

Collage

Stofce

May 11- 21 Monday - Thursday
8:30 am - 7:30 pm
Friday (May 15)
Saturday (May 16)
8:30 am - 4:00 pm 9:00 am - 1:00 pm

ID R E Q U IR E D

RKYQf
FOR CASH
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MSC students receive
special recognition

M o n tc la ir S tate

Senior N ig h t
at

by Jody Bardin

M o n d a y , M a y 4 th
9 p m - c lo s in g
NO

COVER

F OR

MS C

$1 beers ALL NIGHT
$2 drinks ALL NIGHT
Shot Specials
T-shirt give-aways
Plus much, m ore!!!!
Sponsored by the S e n i o r C o m m i t t e e o f the

Twenty-seven MSC students were nomi
nated into the 1992 Who’s Who Among
Students in American Universities and Col
leges on Monday, April 27. The awards
reception took place in the Student Center
formal dining room.
The 27 students that received a certifi
cate and will have a short biography placed
into this year's edition are as follows:
Jody Bardin, Vivian Botero, Carol
Boylan, Tobi-Lyn Byers, Chris
tine Catania, Erika Chapman,
Vicki Clark, M ichael Corea,
D oreen A. F lorek, Janice
H ennings, Susan M. H erbst,
Herbert K. Kemp, Dawn Lang,
Theresa A. Lyons, Christine Me
Namara, Glen Charles Motola, An
drea Nemeth, Linda J. Nevadomski,
Kevin Joseph O ’Connor, Yvette M,
Ochwat, Evelyn Ojeda, Parag B.
Pandya, Demetra Peterson, Karl A.
Pisarczyk, Mohammad S. Rahman,
Elaine T. Russo and Erika Marie
Weinman.
Several of the students brought guests,
including parents and friends and they were
treated to m usic by flu tists D onny
D womikoski and Nancy Mentch. Also, some
refreshments were served.
James Harris, associate dean of students
was the moderator for the award reception.
He was joined by Dr. Edward Martin, dean
of students who delivered the greeting and
Dr. Domenica Desiderioscioli, acting vicepresident for student affairs, who delivered

the welcome. Dr. Richard Lynde provost
and vice president for academic affairs pre
sented the awards.
Harris said, “We (the office of student
activities) were delighted to host students,
parents and guests who were there and to
recognize the outstanding achievement
of students in a variety of areas to include
scholarship, community service, cam
pus involvement and leadership.“
We think that the Who’s Who
award will indicate tppeople both
at the college and outside the
college that this select group of
students are future leaders of this
society.
The criteria for acceptance into
Who's Who includes a 2.7 GPA and
90 completed credits, involvement
in extracurricular activities, lead
ership in these activities, com
munity service, service to the
campus and potential for future
success.
Students who received this award were
either self-nominated or nominated by a
faculty member. After the applications were
received, the selection committee picked
the students who they felt were the most
qualified to represent MSC.
Dr. Desiderioscioli congratulated the
honoiees because it is a special award. She
said that it takes a special person to commit
time to the community as well as hold down
jobs and keep up a high GPA. She felt that it
was well attended and well organized
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Friday, M ay 8,1992 from 8pm - 1am

LAST CHANCE TO PURCHASE TICKETS!!
Tickets on sale: May 4
May 5
er*

§A°

Ham - 3pm
11am-3pm

Student Center Ticket Booth
Student Center Ticket Booth
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Both events are sponsored by the Senior Committee o f the

tic k e ts
$3 bus
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a l l u n le s s o th e r w ise n o te d .

FRIDAY 5/1
all (Panzer Gym)
...

Noon - “Blind” football
1 p.m. - Obstacle course
2 p.m. - “Blindman” shopping cart race
*✓ /. jl i Delta Sigma Them will be having Project Homeless at
We will be meeting at 11 a.m. in front of the informa

IdT auP hl

------------ - . ..

tion
booth
..
-

y- -

.and s m m m » Io>a will tie holding a joint

25 Lambda Theta Phi completed a project in I-erih AMiboy
with the NCDA (National Council of Dominican Affairs) in which the
filing o f citizenship papers was done.

V:v
ion and M u Sigma Upsilon's

O / Z / Delta Xi Delta's circus benefit for the Gay M en’s Health
»IIP *

Crisis center.
K er. Donation of $220 to raise money for AIDS research.
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rrTjfe'-Dblta Phi Isfteilon and ZBT will be going on a r<
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5/1 Theta Kappa Chi is havinjfits masquerade ball.
5 /1

Delm Xi Delta's sisterhood Banquet at i ^ P ^ l

S / L Alpha Phi Omega will be having its 30th anniversary
banquet.

5/2 Theta Xi will be receiving its national charter and all
members will be initiated as brothers of the Gamma Mu chapter.

5/2 AXP and AIX will be having a mega mixer at NJIT.
Sigma Delm Phi is holding its senior banquet at Stanton’s
1 Delta Xi Delta's get-together with ISC 6:30-8 p.m.

4
5/1

k

^m ^m

^ r J m u n d r a is in g
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\ %Hi%'Alpha»Iota will be having bagel sales every Monday
8 :J |;to Yp p.mf-Jn the music building. Come out for bagels,
'" ‘ W e e , te a im h o f Jbbcdlate«
o The Greek Vine is back. Two personals for 25 cents. Give
personals to Janet or any other person at the Sigma Delta Phi table.
|
Buy a Greek Week t-shirt from any sister in Delta Phi Epsilon
for $10.
Going Greek will be in the Student Center lobby on 4/30 from
! ; 11-3 p.m.
Lambda Theta Phi and Delta Kappa Psi will be donating blood
and donating the money to AIDS research.
Alpha lota Chi - 50/50 for community service (Clove Road
kids). There will be a trip to the Bronx Zoo until 5/1
*J§
Alpha Iota Chi will be having a bagel sale from 8-3 p.m. on 5/
6 in Partridge Hall. ;
Sigma Sigma Sigma fundraiser! Help Father Art get out of
jail. $1000 bail going to hospitalized children. Father Art arrested
on 5/5 at 11 a.m.
Zeta Beta Tau- T-shirt air brushing (letters). See Brian
Charyn for orders.
Lambda Them Phi will have an AIDS workshop. Speakers
work with HIV patients.
Theta Kappa Chi is selling personalized magnets.
Delta Chi is selling the REAL Spring Week T-shirt for
$1& See a Delta Ctou g^)§JS|
|f l |
•

stration

Delta Xi Delta is selling raffles for $1 for two Medieval
to the Bronx Zoo for ^ f t n e s tickets. Find our table in the Student Center.

children vyith

AXPis selling M & M ’s. Help get rid of them! Buy a big box

5/2 D d'
police for chit

5/4 Zeta Phi B e ta ll

am called Inner-City

Minority Business Enterpr
Room 419.

the Student Center,!

5/5 Zeta Phi Beta will be having a program
called Fighting Illiteracy at 7:30 p.m. in the
Student Center, Room 419.

5/11 Zeta Phi Beta will be having a pro
gram on drug and substance abuse at 8 pjn . in
the Student Center, Room 419.

^

■

fpha Kappa Psi is selling books of coupons for many local
me&ts. Cost Is $9. If interested call x4233.

Phi Alpha Psi Senate sponsors the first Greek Royal
Rumble on Tuesday.
Phi Alpha Psi is sponsoring a "Feed the House Rats'!
food drivé;. .... i.......
Delta Phi Epsilon- "Win a free month of
~ ,
11 tanning." Buy a raffle ticket.
ilft

C om piled
filed bb yy
D 'A
'A m
m ato
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C h ristin ee D
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.. ry

Alpha Iota Chi is selling mini paddles’« ^
"Insult-a-Grams." Insutl someone who
deserves it.
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Last Thursday evening, the 1992 Carnival opened. Last Thursday evening, the 1992 Carnival closed.
The Carnival is an annual rite of spring at MSC. It is easily the most anticipated campus event of the
year. People of all kinds with different backgrounds and interests, who normally walk past each other
without so much as a nod, gather into a parking lot crammed with mobile amusement rides, silly games
and greasy food. They come to celebrate with friends, to look forward to the summer and look back over
the past year.
For many, this celebration is an initiation into college life. They have been at MSC for almost a year.
Their friendships are young and fragile. This Carnival is their first.
For many, this celebration is the last of its kind. Graduation looms ahead. But the flashing bulbs and
squealing rides, the swirling movement and chatter of the crowd momentarily deaden their concern. They
hold fast, hold tight, to their friends and the life they’ve come to know. They cling to a youthful freedom
they will never know again.
This is what the Carnival brings to MSC. In the span of a few days, the best of life at MSC comes alive.
We forget the long registration lines and lousy food. We remember what is important. We remember the
good things. We remember the times we spent with our friends, the time we spent in love, the time we
spent together. Like our time here, the Carnival is short. Like our time here, the Carnival will stay with us
after our friends have scattered. It will stay with us after it has gone.
The students have lost their Carnival this year. It wasn’t taken away by a nasty college administration
or the blind indifference of state budget cuts. It was taken from us, by us.
We will remember our Carnival of 1992. We will recall planning to spend our weekend there. We will
remember when we first heard, early Friday afternoon, that it had been cancelled. We will remember the
excitement, the confusion, the fear of Thursday night. We will remember the empty metal husks of park
ing lot #28, covered with tarps as we passed on Saturday morning.
Hopefully, we will remember these things next spring.

Theta Xi

The Montclarion strives for fairness and accuracy in its news coverage. We
T h e M o n tc la rio n is published
weekly, except during examination,
summer ana winter sessions. It is'
funded, in part, by funds received from
the Student Government Association,
Inc. o f Montclair State. Advertising
rates are available upon request, in
Room 113 of the Student Center A n 
nex, or by calling the business depart
m ent a t (201) 893-5237. The
views expressed in the editorial pages,
with the exception of the main edito
rial, do not necessarily reflect the
opinion of T he Morftclarion.

offer you an open forum to air your views. Your opinions arc important to us.
Drop off your letters-to-the editor and/or corrections in our office. Or mail to:

The Montclarion
c/o Editorial Page Editor
Student Center Annex Rm. 113
Montclair State College
Upper Montclair, NJ 07043

If all the world, including
Saddam Hussein and
George Bush, would burn
marijuana there wouldn’t
be any wars...

Be sure to include your name, major/title, and telephone number.

Unsigned letters will not be used- Letters may be edited for brevity. Write us
and share your views with the campus. We are here to serve you.

Ziggy Marley, p. 27
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Let’s hope the condom
companies don’t jump on
the bandwagon

OP-ED
ties, there is hope.
I imagine that you are wondering why in the hell the
esteemed Montclarion would review an album re
corded 20-some years ago. I also imagine that at this
very moment you are wondering where in the hell I
must have been for the last 20-some years of moments.
I will answer both questions directly.
I will answer the second question first: I have been
elsewhere.
The first-posed question, the question that I chose
to answer last, has two or three answers, all of which
I will answer in no discernible order. At the onset of
this elucidating essay, I want to ascertain my unbridled
patriotism. Subsequently, I chose an album with an
American flag comprising its cover. Notice I used the

Once again I find m yself resubmitting a column.
Last w eek's absence notwithstanding, I have not felt
like writing lately.
I have been busy this
weekend (which is really last weekend by the
time you, my ever patient and tolerant reader,
The other day I saw an American flag
read this). I footnoted a 28-page history paper
draped across the back of a Snap-On
and composed a motion to suppress evidence
for my crim inal procedure class. U nfortu
delivery truck...this Snap-On guy must
nately, I was unable to suppress my own em o
be missing a couple o f sockets in the
tions; this is evidenced by the following para
graph.
toolbox sitting on top o f his shoulders
Yes, it was a tough weekend for me. I
considered suggesting to my friend that neither
o f us try to control the friendship. I realized that it was word comprising; I did not use the word compromis
okay for me to try not to control the friendship, but if ing, although the veritable plethora of American flags
I asked her to try not to control the friendship, I would displayed patriotically throughout New Jersey com
be in essence attempting to control the friendship via promises the dignity of our flag. An American flag is
her. So, I did nothing except worry and feel uncom supposed to receive reverential treatment, i.e. be
fortable. Although I have not mentioned it lately, I sheltered from the elements and illuminated if dis
still consider vulnerability to be virtuous. Now I must played at night. The other day I saw an American flag
try to muster up the courage to pull it off; however, I draped across the back of a Snap-On delivery truck.
am not certain that I can. Since I am obviously able to Anyone who has ever driven behind a truck knows that
publish a paragraph chock full of semantic uncertain the back o f a truck is a prime venue for graffiti writers.

Does father
know best?
My dad couldn’t care less about politics. He works in a
factory and can’t wait for weekends so he can sit around,
drink beer and listen to country music. That’s why I was so
surprised when he told me that this
year he plans to vote. He has only
voted in a presidential election once,
but this election year is different.
H. Ross Perot is running for presi
dent.
Mr. Perot is not your average
bird, and he’s definitely not your
average presidential candidate.
Not since 1980 has there been a
major third party candidate run
ning inapresidentialelection. John
Anderson got six percent of the
popular vote after he split from the
Republican Party and ran as an
independent. Historically, thirdparty candidates have not done well
in presidential elections. Teddy
Roosevelt left the Republican Party
in 1912 and formed the Progressive
Party, which split the Republican
vote and helped D em ocrat
Woodrow Wilson win the presi
dency. The 1992 election could

'
n
change this historical trend concerning third-party candi
dates. H. Ross Perot is the reason.
H. Ross Perot is a wealthy Texas businessman. He’s
different than that other wealthy Texan we’re all too famil
iar with. He’s different from other third-party candidates in
the past, too. None of the others had or were willing to spend
$100 million of their own money on a campaign for the
presidency.
Ross Perot is a man that considers himself lucky. Heck,
any man that has an extra $100 million to spend like Perot
I would consider lucky. Instead of running for president, he
could use $ 100 million to buy a baseball team. Some people
say he’s trying to buy the presidency.
When Perot does finally announce his candidacy, he’ll
hold one big advantage over the two major party candidates.
They’ll each receive about $56 million in federal election
funds for the general election. Perot will have $44 million
more to spend than each of these candidates. Although

Apparently, the vacuum created by the forward pro
gression of a truck allows all the exhaust soot and
otherwise undefined road grime to adhere to the rearend of said truck. This adherence is particularly dia
bolical with the addition of road salt and wet weather.
The point that I am making is the aforementioned
American flag, so unceremoniously draped across the
back of the offending Snap-On truck, was disgrace
fully displayed. I would like you to entertain this
thought: what is wrong with this picture? What in the
hell is wrong with this driver? Questions of patriotic
fervor and ideological intent aside, this Snap-On guy
must be missing a couple of sockets in the toolbox
sitting on top of his shoulders. I imagine that there are
laws specifically intended to prevent such a disre
spectful display of our American flag. Iam also of
“
the opinion that disrespectful display can connote
any ripped, torn, tattered, faded or dirty, perhaps
due to displaying from a car antenna, American
flag. I think that if such laws exist, they should be
enforced just as vindictively, zealously, and with
the very same closed-minded m entality that the
anti-flag burning policies are. If Constitutional
questions and public outcry are generated by flag
burners exercising their Constitutionally protected
— freedom of speech, why isn ’t the public desecra
tion of our Am erican icon also subject to public pro
test?
American flags and flag paraphernalia is big and
brisk business: flag earrings, flag pins, flag pendants,
flag bumper stickers, flag patches, flag ties, flag hats,

Please turn to Condoms next page

Perot has never been elected to a public office, he does have
a name that is likely to be remembered.
In the early 1970’s, Perot was quite active in making the
plight of American POW’s in Vietnam made known to the
rest of the world. He is a Naval Academy Graduate that had
plenty of friends at the Pentagon. He was able to get the Red
Cross to take packages to POW’s in Vietnam and financed
a few trips of his own to the region to see what he personally
could do. He threw a huge party in San Francisco in 1973
with his own money to welcome home POW’s and other
American troops.
Perhaps he is best known for the rescue of two of his
employees in Teheran in 1979. He hired a retired Army
Colonel to go into Iran commando-style and rescue them.
Yet, what does all of this have to do with politics and the race
for the presidency?
The political climate this year enables a man like H. Ross
Perot to run for president. People are disinterested in poli
tics. George Bush can’t de
cide where he stands on issues
because he’s trying sohardnot
to lose votes. He blames all of
the country’s problems on Con
gress, yet he is the only politicianelected by the whole coun
try. Only the president is re
sponsible to the country as a
whole. Congressmen look out
for their own respective dis
tricts - if they don’t, who will?
The issue here is the presi
dency, and Perot shouldn’t be
dismissed because he’s a busi
nessman, for h e ’s a very
wealthy, successful business
man. He’s got my attention,
but not my vote, at least not
yet. Any candidate that moti
vates my dad to go out and
vote will get my attention, be
cause it might not happen again
for a while.

OP-ED/LETTERS
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Prom ising news
for the homeless
Three cheers for the New York City Commission on the
Homeless! The commission in late February released its
118-page report on what the Dinkins Administration can do
about the alarmingly-growing problem of homelessness.
Titled The Way Home, the commission offered new and
refreshing proposals for the treatment of homeless persons.
The report calls for an absolute rejection of outdated
social policies that emphasize the provision of homeless
shelters: “The commission found that homeless single
adults have two primary needs: humane housing and ser
vices. Shelters however, provide neither.”
Additionally, the commission recognized the need for
varieties of specific programs for individuals, instead of
straightjacketing them into the same ineffective shelter
programs throughout the city. Thus, the commission di
vided up its proposed reform strategy into three entirely
separate branches of treatment. They are: 1) reception
(immediate short-term help), 2) transitional (fostering indi
viduals’ specific ills) and 3) permanent housing. Without
effective programs in all three of these branches, efforts for
improving homeless situations will be futile.
However, the study insisted that the city administration
would not have to revolutionize the system, maintaining
that the ability and capacity to provide aid for the homeless
is already in place. In other words, there is no need to re
invent the wheel.
What’s really great about the commission’s findings
was that the proposals would not cost New York City one
extra cent - which is absolutely necessary because all levels
of government are practically on the verge of bankruptcy.
Yet, if you really want to understand the inability for
federal participation in the area of subsidizing homeless
programs, consider that in my lifetime alone (I’m 21), the
federal government has shifted from being one of the
world’s largest lenders to one of the world’s largest borrow
ers. Our federal government has a $4 trillion debt. That’s
$4,000,000,000,000!
Back to the commission. Hands down, this report is a
major breakthrough in the field of social policies geared
towards helping the homeless epidemic. Before the study
was released, all observers agreed that the methods of
assisting the homeless were inadequate at best. Now with
the advent of this new study, New York and other urban
cities can better utilize the resources that are already avail
able to them by following the proposals recommended.
Currently the opinion of the homeless commission is
merely words on paper, but at least it’s a step in the right
direction towards ending the great American tragedy of
homelessness.

Forget something?

,

Include your name
major and telephone
number on your letter.
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Wewere
trying to act like
Siskel and Ebert

Despite Carnival’s
termination, Prez vows it
and he’ll be back

Activate the National Guard! Call in the SWAT team some fraternity boys got into a fight while drinking beer!
Are you kidding me? Is this a bad joke or something?
Last Tuesday, some members of Zeta Beta Tau and my
organization (Tau Phi Beta) got into a fight. For Christ’s
sake, it wasn’t even a good fight. It was more of a shoving
match. After which, this scuffle received no less than three
separate articles and a cartoon in last Thursday’s issue of
The Montclarion.
Why did this fight receive such attention, you may ask?
Because this fight was between Greeks, and this campus is
full of Greek-bashers. They wait on our heels for us to do
something stupid - and we did.

For Christ’s sake, it wasn ’t
even a good fight. It was
more of a shoving match.
The point is that we fought and it happened. Let sleeping
dogs lie. By writing all of these articles and cartoons, The
Montclarion nearly undid a truce called between the two
fraternities. Not to mention a certain SGA legislator who
called us “assholes.”
Was this his idea of effective problem solving? If it is,
give me back his petition so I can cross out my name and
social security number. That’s not the kind of person I want
running my school:
In the future, if The Montclarion wants to report fights,
let i t But don’t rekindle the feeling that started the fight in
the first place by allowing name calling and rumors to make
the paper.
Frank J. Pizzichillo
President Tau Phi Beta

At 11:30 p.m. last Thursday night we were 30 minutes
away from our first successful night of Carnival. Perfect
weather and a sizable crowd had descended on MSC’s
annual tradition for their share of entertainment and fun.
Unfortunately, this would all come to pass as certain groups
turned our Carnival into their own private war zone.
In planning this year’s event, we were not blind toward
the need of increased security: closing time was set one
hour earlier (midnight) and additional security was hired to
assist Campus Police. However, last Thursday’s events
exceeded our anticipation. Even with our changes, we did
not expect to need the assistance of the Wayne, Little Falls,
Montclair, Verona, Cedar Grove, Clifton and Bergen County
Police Departments. We did. As we closed up that evening,
it was clear that Carnival would be cancelled for its duration.
With the reality that this situation was going to be
“finished” in the remaining nights at the Carnival, adminis
trators gave us the option of daytime hours on Saturday and
Sunday. A meeting of President Reid’s Executive Commit
tee the next morning “recommended” the Carnival be seized
all together. Operating hours on Saturday and Sunday had
never generated any type of funds for our participating
organizations; our students had always preferred the evening
hours for their attendance, and to cut Carnival short of its
real service could be more detrimental to us.
To those who put much time and effort to make this a
successful Carnival, let me assure you that this year's events
will not take Carnival off our Spring 1993 calendar. Since
its incorporation 12 years ago in Parking Lot #13, this event
has always been a benefit to our students. We must recog
nize a need to again formulate new plans for next year.
Limiting admission and access as well as increasing secu
rity will set the agenda for a successful and safe Carnival in
1993.1 will see you there.
Anthony Vito Susco
SGA President

C o n d o m s from previous page

flag lighters (ideal for draft cards) and, yes, the
inevitable “o l’ glory” flag condom are all available
to the patriotic purchaser. However, since display
ing Am erican flags is currently in vogue, I wanted to
be sure to jum p on the band wagon, hence l chose
T here's A R iot C oin' Onas any truly patriotic Ameri can would. Those old enough to rem em ber the era
when both rioting and Sly & The Family Stone were
current are sure to recall the patriotic feelings asso
ciated with said currency. Twenty-some odd years
ago, Sly & The Fam ily Stone was at the top o f the
charts. Twenty-some yeans ago.A bbie Hoffm an was
arrested at the HUAC (House Un-American Com
m ittee) hearing for wearing a flag shirt and Ed
Franz, a freshm an at V irginia Commonwealth Uni
versity, was sentenced to a year in jail for wearing a
flag vest. Today, 20-some years later, Vanilla Ice is
at the top of the charts and American flags are being
desecrated by New Jersey m otorists with virtual
im punity. Progress?
The second o f ray reasons for choosing this al
bum consists o f the sad fact that I do not have a
compact disc player, that only compact discs remain
to be reviewed inthe Arts Department Drawer. Yeah,
I know that I should enter the real world and obtain
a com pact disc player, but I am so very fond of vinyl.

So, all you record moguls reading this article should
do something to eliminate the dilemma we, I, the
I ■HI-......... I" ...... H I

I M.

... ............

writer writing about and you. the reader reading
about a 20-some year old album, find ourselves in.
Naturally, it would be improper to send a compact
disc player to m y house. To avoid any appearance of
impropriety, send it to my post office box: P.O. Box
7221 Roselle, NJ 07203. Once again, that is P.O. Box
7221 Roselle, NJ 07203, Y ou could always send
albums or tapes, and I suppose that if you sent stuff
to The M ontclarion, I could still get my biscuit hooks
on it. The point is, send something, something like
a zillion record-collecting readers will read it and
most assuredly run right out to the record store.
Now, for the review part of this review; another
reason for choosing to review Sly & The Family
Stone is because I like T here's A Riot G oin’ On for
both its aesthetic and its inherently patriotic content.
It contains such classic tracks as “Luv N ’ Haight,“
“Family Affair,“ ’T h e re ’s A R iot G oin’ On,“ and
“(You Caught M e) Sm ilin’.“ 1 am not sure if Sly has
cleared up all his publicized coke problem s, but I
think I heard about anew project. Unless Ryko Disk
has re-released it. the chances of you finding There’s
A Riot G oin' On in a record store are slim. However,
if for patriotic reasons you really want to help, and if
you are a really hot babe, come over to ray bouse; I ’ll
play it for you.,..... .

. „ ................
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ame the criminal for the crime
W hen will we ever learn? I mean really learn. The know, “T hat’s what she gets for_____ ” Fill in the
m ore I hear people talk about rape, the more I realize blank. Anything will do. Just ask Lisa Olson. If she is
that our attitudes haven’t changed that much at all. going to go into a m en’s lockerroom, then, well..... Ask
R ecently, a mem ber o f the N.Y.- based Guardian An the victim from Ft. Lauderdale, Florida.'If she is going
gels vigilante group spoke at MSC. He expressed to the to dress that way, well.... Ask the Central Park Jogger.
audience the many ways to prevent oneself from be If she is going to jog in the park at night, well.....
coming a victim of crime. “Ladies,” he said, “should
It all brings me back to the Guardian Angel’s ap
watch what they wear.” I am more inclined to believe proach: If you’re not going to dress in moderation,
he should watch what he says.
then, well....Shifting the responsibility off the rapist
If we are going to get someone to speak out on and onto the victim is wrong. It assaults survivors of
crime prevention, then le t’s get someone who does not these crimes all over again. In 1986, an editorial
perpetuate stereotypical m yths about women who get appeared in a Florida paper after a jury found a man not
raped. “The way you dress,” he said, “can cause un guilty of rape because the victim wore a halter top and
wanted situations.” Correct me if I am wrong, but this a m ini-skirt. She wore clothes typical o f a 22-year-old
is 1992, isn ’t it? Why is it that people m ust always look woman. This jury saw fit to convict the man on charges
to the victim to figure out why the crime took place at of kidnapping at knife point, but the way she dressed,
all? M aybe I was na
well.... They acquit
ive in my thinking that
him of the charge
[A rapist] doesn’t see a slinky black otedf rape.
m ost p eo p le u n d e r
The ¡edito
stood that a w om en’s
dress and pick his victim and turn away rial, as well aS many
clothing does nothing
when she’s in a bulky parka. Anyone that in this nation, ex
to encourage or d is
pressed outrage. It
thinks that is the case does not under stated, “Even a ca
courage a rape. I re
ally did think that most
stand the fa cts about the crime o f rape. reer hooker parading
people knew that. This
naked down the In
G u a rd ia n
A n g el
terstate 1 is not fair
d o esn ’t. His D o’s and D on’t ’s list gave him away: gam e...” Not even a two-bit hooker.
“D on’t wear skirts too short. D on’t show too much leg.
I do not have the answers. I only hope to show, as
If you wear tights, cover your behind. Women can look a message on the wall at a rape crisis center says, “No
m atter what she has on, who she is or isn’t with or
good in m oderation.”
M oderation? The rapist is not turned on by lots of where she is or isn’t. She is not to blame. The only
skin and very little clothes. He doesn’t see a slinky person responsible for a rape is the man who commits
black dress and pick his victim and turn away when it.” It is that simple, that black and white. If individual
sh e ’s in a bulky parka. Anyone that thinks that is the people started understanding those three sentences,
case does not understand the facts about the crime of we could stop relying on excuses such as, “I know it’s
rape. The only appearance that m atters to him is that not right that society acts this way, but... this is just the
she appear isolated. This crim inal needs to dom inate, way society is.” That is the biggest cop-out. Just
to em power, someone, anyone, weaker than himself. because the majority believes it does not make the
Attire does not matter. The fact that she is defenseless minority wrong.
I, for one, will not watch what I wear. I will con
does. In rape, men use the act of sex to achieve
dom ination. It has nothing to do with the libido. It is tinue to dress however I may please, in spite of the
the only form of power that they are able to exert over Guardian A ngel’s advice. Just as a man picks a tie for
another hum an being. Anyone will do, dressed in an his suit without thinking o f its appropriateness, I will
pick a skirt to match a blouse. Women need not fear
Anne Klein II or a K-M art special.
I recently heard someone say, “If Jodie Foster had rape based upon the clothes they wear, but rather,
been wearing a turtleneck in that movie, she never based upon the fact that they are female. That is the
would have been raped.” That scares me. That is why lone criteria. A fter all, most victims will know their
the G uardian A ngel’s words scream loudly in my head. assailants and most crimes will occur within their
These same people would ask the victim, “D idn’t you homes. A suit o f armor will not protect these women.
scream ? W ell, did he even have a gun? C ouldn’t you You see, it is not the clothes that need to be changed.
get away? What were you doing there in the first It is the attitudes.
Coreen McDonough
place?” There is som ething about our society that likes
English
•
...........
to point the finger at the woman and excuse the m an’s
behavior as nothing short of being provoked. You

He’s obviously
never tried the
chicken fried steak
I am writing this letter in reference to last week’s article,
“New Food Company Bids Taken By Administration.” I am
very concerned with this issue.
The article claimed that the Welfare and Internal Affairs
Committee issued an informal survey to over 300 students
asking questions about their likes and dislikes of Wood
Food Service as well as recommendations for improve
ments.
The Wood Food Service also issues a campus-wide
survey which adequately covers all points of dining, ser
vice, ambiance, and of course, the food. The service also
provides a bi-monthly dining hall committee mee ting which
is open to all faculty and students to address concerns,
comments and recommendations. In addition, suggestion
boxes are available to diners.
An SGA legislator was quoted in the article as saying,
“No evident changes have been made within the last semes
ter to improve service or quality on the part of Wood.” I
think his committee is blind to the changes that have taken
place over the past few semesters.
Among them are the initiation of Free Row Plus which

.. .students must realize that their
food dollar is worth more than
they know, since [Wood] food ser
vice can only allot $1.50 per day
for students on the meal plan.
allows students to use a private debit card which deducts
purchases at the cash register without having money at hand,
the debut of TCBY’s and Dunkin’ Donuts in the Student
Center, the remodeling of the Freeman Hall cafeteria, Pe te’s
Arena’s remodeling and special pizza nights on Tuesdays,
numerous holiday and theme specials complete with lavish
decor and party favors and jazzy neon lighting in Blanton which improves serving areas. New soda and ice dispensers
were added and multiple additions were made to cafeteria
menus.
Due to space considerations, this is an abridged list
which really only covers a small percentage of the various
positive contributions which the Wood Service has given
us. I failed to mention before that the food staff is also very
approachable and will gladly accept any ideas. I am living
proof that they have listened and taken action.
I think that the Welfare and Internal Affairs Committee
had better stop comparing the food to the Ritz and realize
that hundreds of changes have occurred with new ones
pending. Also, students must realize that their food dollar is
worth more than they know, since the food service can only
allot $1.50 per day for students on the meal plan. That’s a lot
of food for your money. With all of this in mind, it should
be seriously considered that Wood’s contract be renewed
for the future.
Mark Gechtberg
Senior/Nutrition-Dietetics

1
“I did, in fact, grab the
bottle and persuade
him not to use it as a
weapon or a missile.”
- D ean Jam es H arris o f A cadem ic
A ffairs on how he persuaded a student
to refrain from the C arnival fracas

O ffic ia l
< > iio te s o f t h e
from page one

You guys did go to the
same Carnival, right?
_______________________________ 1

“I know that at the major
confrontation where I was
involved, I saw none of our
students [participating].”
- D ean E dw ard M artin of Student
A ffairs on w hat he saw w hile attem pting
to break up the C arnival fracas
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MAINSTAGE THEATQE 6EDIES

would like to Congratulate;
its elected 1992-1993
Executive Council Members

Department of Broadcasting, (Speech
Communication, Dance ana Theatre
p r e s e n ts ...
the Pulitzer Prize an d Tony Award-winning musical

A CHORUS LINE

Executive Board:

President Andrea Nemeth
vice President Michele Morgan
Treasurer Gina Vasel

April 30 - May 2 and May 7-9 at 8pm
May 1 and 10 at 2pm

Committee Chairs:

MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM

Showcase & Entertainment Corinne Aging
Cinema Walter Kulick
Membership Anna Filapek
Comedy Scott Santo
nrips Andrea Blaki
Lectures Margaret Marszat
Special Affairs Alison Murphy

Call th e MSC 5 o x O ffice at 893-5112 for reservations.

Do you want to be a
SMASH
at the SENIOR BASH?
.......................................... ..... then come to_____________________

FOREVER TAN
TANNING SALON

Special Committee Chairs:

Homecoming Walter Kulick
Spring Week Gina Vasel
Carnival Andrea Nemeth
Orientation Gina Vasel Walter Kulick

260 Bellevue Ave.
Upper Montclair
the only tanning salon in Montclair

&

Senior Bash Specials:

10 visits for $40 & 1 m onth unlimited tanning for $50
Open 7 days a week/ appointments available until midnight
Call for an appointm ent TO D A Y 783-0077
F O R E V E R TAN w ill b eat any S alo n 's p rice w ith a d v e rtise d p ro o f

. C.LXI.B. is a Class 1org. of the SGA |l

^ TH E BROTHERS OF ^

A

lp h a

B r en d a n Jo nes
“L arry ”

C

h i

K e n B a ily n so n
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o

P ete S tevens
“C urly ”______
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O n e ...S in g u la r sensation...
by Sandra Cammlllerl
Get ready for dazzle, glitz, and the enchantment of a
Broadway musical!! Opening tonight in Memorial Audito
rium at 8 p.m., the Mainstage Theatre Series of MSC proudly
presents A Chorus Line.
Under the direction of Geoffrey Newman, dean of Fine
and Performing Arts, A Chorus Line features a talented team
of production professionals. They are: visiting guest artist,
Roger Riggle who resides as Choreographer and Associate
director, Musical Director - Eric Diamond, Costume and Set
Designer - Jose Kenderish, and Lighting Designer - John
Figola.
Aesthetically, the production elements contain a mix of
both realistic and overly theatrical devices. The costumes are
very colorful and vibrant. They lend an artistic semblance to
the production. The set, however, is subtly suggestive of a
theatre. Opening up the wings and teasers of the stage and
revealing lights achieves the effect of a production in progress.
The mirrors, though a predominant feature of the produc
tion, do not assume a realistic appearance. Somehow, they
lack visual acuity. The most striking theatrical devices are
the lights, music and costumes. These three elements dis
tinctively provide an authentic aura of a Broadway musical.
This musical production features a cast of 23 individuals
who comprise the roles of dancers auditioning for the chorus
line of a Broadway musical. Every dancer has a story to tell.
Thus, through song and dance, the audience gets an onstage
glimpse of the offstage world of theatre.
Collectively, the musical numbers are dynamic and full
of energy. As a group,the cast achieves harmony. Yet,
several musical solos seem weak. Individually, many of the
performers can’t seem to strike the high notes to coincide
with the music.
Despite the minor faults of some of the musical solos,
there are several appealing scenes and performances. Michael
Finn is outstanding in his portrayal of Zach, the show’s

director. He has a clear resonant voice which augments the
authority and dominance of his character. In reference to his
character, Finn commented stating, “Zach is a very closed
person. He has a communication problem.” Also of notable
merit is Matthew Horohoe whose past roles have included
such humorous characters as Charlie Baker in The For
eigner. Not onlyis he funny,buthe can dance too!!Horohoe’s
spirited verve and comic instincts once again shine through
in his role of Bobby, an offbeat, young hopeful. Equally as
impressive is Gidget Petty who plays Diana. In the number
entitled “Nothing,” Gidget performs with vigor. And, Mat
thew Gitkin as Mike gives an enthusiastic and lively tap
number.
Three very impressive scenes of A Chorus Line include
the story of Paul’s background, the argument between
Cassie and Zach, and the audition interview scene which
features Roger Mazzeo as A1 and Antoinette Doherty as
Kristine, his wife.
In the interview scene, Mazzeo and Doherty exemplify

a fun-loving young couple. Their portrayals are endearing
and adorable!! Wilson Mendieta, as Paul, is passionate and
full of fervor in his telling of Paul’s past experiences with the
theatre business. Finally, the disparity scene between Finn’s
character and Madelyn Chiusano’s character is clearly
defined. Chiusano as Cassie earnestly depicts the longing of
a dancer’s passion to dance as she refuses to allow a past
relationship with Zach to stop her.
In an interview, Director Newman discusses his experi
ence with the cast stating, “This is the hardest working cast
I ’ve had.” Choreographer Riggle further added, “The kids
are really wonderful to work with. I’m very proud of them.”
Indeed, as a whole, the cast is singularly superb! The
MSC Chorus Line is budding with sensational fresh talent.
This line-up of individuals sparkles with promise of
tomorrow’s brightest Broadway stars!!!
Performances for A Chorus Line are April 30, May
1,2,7,8 and 9 at 8 p.m. and May 1 and 10 at 2 pm. Tickets can
be obtained by calling the box office at 893-5112.

T\icker...
'spontaneous'
in Gallery 1/2
Once again, the May sweeps are upon us- that time of the
year when networks will do just about anything to yank a
few more viewers to the television sets. Aside from the
many shows that will be heading into that dark and forbid
ding realm of syndication, the Big Three plus One have a
few shows that look like standouts. Also, due to the hubbub
of sweeps month, all dates I ’m listing are all subject to
change.
I won’t touch on the death, gloom, and doom that seem
to be dominating the May telemovies this year, but there are
so many of them that I just have to plug a few of them.
A B C ’s Stay the Night was just the tip of the iceberg. CBS has
a line of downers- probably what the programming depart
ment was on when they decided on: Honor Thy M others
son tries to do in his parents will air May 3 (based on the true
story Cruel Doubt), Overruled- another rape and murder
flick on May 10, a Miami Vice-esque bad cops and drugs
film titled With Savage Intent on May 12. My personal two
picks for the sweeps deluge are Perry Mason: The Case o f
the Reckless Romeo on NBC May 5 which stars tabloid
talkshow host Geraldo Rivera as a talk show host (surprise,
surprise) who has killed someone and Intruders on CBS
May 17 and 19. Richard Crenna plays a psychiatrist who
treats a patient who was snatched by space aliens. Guess
what? It’s based on “actual case histories,” too. Looks like
a nice, weird one.
Fox’s baddest family that isn’t animated is going to jolly
good England for three weeks on Married., with Children
starting May 3. This one is subject for a little friendly bet. I
have $10 that says that somewhere in those three weeks,
Kelly does the nasty with some chartreuse-colored hair,
Pink Floyd listening psychopunk. Who knows? Maybe Peg
will follow suit and take sloppy seconds. Maybe A1 will get

lucky and hook up with a Page Three girl. Guess I’m taping
those!
r
HBO decided to threaten the graveyard image that the
networks are airing by giving us some Comic Relief. In its
fifth outing, Robin Williams, Billy Crystal, and Whoopi
Goldberg battle homelessness with a no-holds-barred laugh
ing match.
I swear, Dick Clark bought some swampland in Florida
that Ponce de Leon overlooked. Won’t this guy ever quit?
Not anytime soon, because the world’s oldest teenager has
put together American Bandstand’s 40th anniversary on
ABC May 20. Some of the featured guests are Alabama,
Gloria Estefan, Boyz n Men, Neil Diamond (?), and Little
Anthony.
Lestlforget the dearly departing sitcoms that we trudged
through these many years- ABC’s Who's The Boss and
Growing Pains bit the big one on April 25, and NBC seals
the tomb on Night Court on May 13. America’s Geritol
babes, The Golden Girls get an hour long adios on May 9 but
geriatrics nationwide will want to check into Golden Pal
ace, where Rose, Blanche, and Sophia run a Miami Beach
hotel sans Bea Arthur, who will be marrying Leslie Neilsen
and moving ou t The Golden ones will also be shifting
networks, from NBC to CBS.
And not too long after you lively college students read
this, the new Beverly Hills, 90210 will be on, and the April
30 episode on Fox will feature the hyped-up debut of Jake,
Dylan’s own Fonzie, who will be in his own series, Melrose
Place, coming soon to a zip code near you.
While Emmy winners these might not be, they seem to
shine above the glop that the networks seem to always dish
out at sweeps time. Let's hope that the next sweeps bonanza
doesn’t include another opening of A1 Capone’s vaults.

Cornelia Tucker, a junior surface design major,
is exhibiting her work in the student run Gallery 1/2
this week. The show consists of black and white
photographs as well as prints. The prints are both
linoleum cuts and collagraphs. Collagraphs are prints
made by coilaging cardboard and other found ob
jects. When asked what she was trying to express in
her prints, Miss Tucker replied, “My work is spon
taneous and the designs come from the doodling I ’ve
been doing in the margins of notebooks my entire
life.” She described the prints as an attempt to deal
with the creative and logical sides of the brain.
This is achieved as the prints are split in half with
geometric shapes on one side (logical) and
biomorphic shapes on the other (creative). Like all
things, the brain isn’t quite that simple and the two
elements begin to intrude oneach other’s space. The
prints display an overwhelming party of repetition
of form and line as well as intricate relationships in
pattern. Cornelia uses only two or three colors in
each print which are bright and playful.
The photographs she has produced continue in
this idea of playfulness. The images are of a silver
pitcher, which had been in Cornelias family for
years. Tucker elaborated about the work by telling a
story of a childhood game she used to play. She said,
“When I was little, my sister and I would make faces
in this pitcher that sits at our family’s dinner table. I
would stretch my neck out to see my reflection, but
my parents never knew I was doing it.”
Each photograph is of the silver with a different
image reflected in it. Some have Cornelia photo
graphing herself while others are of her little sister
and brother making faces in the family tradition. The
reflections are distorted as in a fun house mirror. The
exhibit is fun and informal but worth checking out.
It is up until May 1st.
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Mark Bonilla
f
IS

Instrum ental album s
'
never reallYdid anything for
me" t0 me, they were records
—
to listen to while I was clean
ing house or washing my car. Then, people
like Joe Satriani and Steve Vai came along
and changed my outlook on instrumental
albums- or, at least, rock instrumental al
bums.
Marc Bonilla’s debut albumEETicket is
a good album to start off with. It reeks of
Steve Vai influence, and if you’re a fan of
Steve Vai, you would swear it was him
unless you looked at the album. Not that
that’s bad, but hopefully Marc will develop
his own signature sound with his second
album.
The entrance to EE Ticket is the begin
ning of a roller coaster ride, complete with
the ride announcer telling you to keep your
hands in the car at all times. Then, you’re
off. The opening song;“White Noise,” is a
peppy, jazzy rock tune with a guest shot on
piano by Keith Emerson of Emerson, Lake,
and Palmer. The next song, “Mannequin
Thing,” is a good highway cruising tune.
"Afterburner" is a nice song to test a certain
law of music- the quality of a song is directly
proportional to the distance between the
floor of your car and your gas pedal while it
is playing. Everyone seems to have a love
for acceleration, and believe me, this one is
a pedal-stomper.

Bonilla also has a flavor for blues, and
the songs “Slaughter On Memoiy Lane” and
“Hurling Blues Skyward” show that he’s
adept at playing it. Blues has been the spinal
cord of western music, and these two songs
reflect just how much the human spirit can
suffer blow after blow and still manage to
find the strength and will-power to go on.
It’s no surprise that these two are the most
moving on the album.
An issue I’d like to throw in is that
certain record execs and former “album
artists” are a little cheesed off because due to
the CD longbox and jewelbox formats, al
bum art just won’t be the same, if it returns
in the CD realm at all. EE Ticket tackles that
head on. On the CD itself, there is a picture
of an Oriental serpentine-type animal hold
ing a guitar pick in one hand. I kid you not,
it is one of the best pictures I have ever seen
on a CD, and I believe opens the door to a
new form of art. Back in the heyday of vinyl,
picture discs were the big thing. Now, every
CD has the potential of being a picture disc.
But I digress.
EE Ticket is in no way ground-breaking
material, but it has a few good songs and
makes for some good listening. If you’re a
fan of either Vai or Satriani, give this one a
look-see. Marc Bonilla has carved himself a
nice niche in the world of instrumental rock,
but unless he nails down his own style and
makes it work and really defines himself,
he’ll just be another clone in a sea of them.

D ef Leppard
out a problem. In fact, Clark co-wrote more
If’s been a good three
and a half years since Def than half the tunes on Adrenalize.
Leppard’s last album,Hys
At first, when I heard that Clark died, I
teria, and a lot has hap thought Def Leppard would break up. I ’m
pened to the band in that time- some mem glad it didn’t. The loss of Clark didn’t affect
bers got married, one had a kid, but most of the music at all- it’s still upbeat, still rock
all, guitarist Steve Clark died. Undaunted, ing. They proved that they could survive.
Def Leppard still exists, and to prove it, it They faced writing roadblocks and the detehas released its latest album, Adrenalize.
rioration of their friend.“It wasn’t easy try
Will this be the “mother of all albums?” ing to be creative while one of us was fading
'WiUAdrenalize breakevery rock rule known away before our eyes,” Def Leppard says in
to man? Probably not But if it’s nice, good the foldout sheet inside the album case.
feeling rock and roll you ’re looking for, then “Those months before Steve’s death were
look no further. Its opening song, “Let’s Get anything but fun. The clinics, the interven
Rocked,” seems tailor-made for the MTV tions, the worrying, the realization that we
and Top 40 fare, and is steadily climbing up weren’t as strong or as wise as we thought,
the charts. Although “Rocked” reeks of com or that ‘having it all’ and being on top of
mercialism, and in my opinion, so does the your profession didn’t mean anything when
album, it gets the feet tapping, the one hand facing a basic human problem. All we could
doing the air drum on the knee, and is a nice do was watch and hope and wait. And then,
song all-around.
he was gone.”
The whole album is like that, much like
After reading that, I listened to the al
its predecessor Hysteria .They ’11rockawhile bum. It’s amazing how after something as
with “Heaven Is” and “Make Love Like A traumatic as a band member dying that they
Man,” and then slow down into a quiet tune, could put together such a good-feeling al
‘Tonight.” The best way to describe this bum, one that when you put it into your
song is to compare it to “Love Bites.” It’s got cassette player in your car, it just picks you
much the same tempo and the same music up and has such good music on it. What
quality. One of the best songs on the album these guys did is put all their love and
is also its longest- “White Lightning,” which friendship of Steve Clark and translated it
comes in at just over seven minutes. Steve into music. This one’s a good one, a really
Clark had a big hand in writing this one, and good one, and I ’m proud to put Adrenalize
die-hard Def Lep fans will recognize it wi th- next to my Pyromania and Hysteria albums.
■ E atv ia

Infatuation:
MALE
FEATURING:
" P e n n is L T V E "
R o n n ie , G eorgio,
J . l . and J U L .

DANCERS
LADIES GET
INFATUATED!!!
Special College
Sorority Rates

Statistics show that most college students will never again open their
textbooks upon completing the course. W h e n you're finished with
your exams, sell your books and get something you will use.

P riv a te P a rtie s , B ac h lo re tte P a rtie s , B rid a l
Show ers, B irth d a y s , any Occasions e tc . e tc .

SELL YOIIR BOOKS
We boy all books with current market value

The

College

Store

May 11- 21 Monday - Thursday
8:30 am - 7:30 pm
Friday (May 15)
Saturday (May 16)
8:30 am - 4:00 pm 9:00 am - 1:00 pm
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Exclusive! A candid interview with Ziggy Marley
By John Tibbetts and Marcus Ellas

The following is an interview in two parts
conducted in two parts with Ziggy Marley, who
is to appear at MSC this coming Sunday. Part I
was conducted by John Tibbetts, Part II by
Marcus Elias.

P a r ti
What prompted you to write "D rastic" on your
Jahm ekya album ?
I wrote it because of all the shit that's going on in South
Africa, where I come from, and everywhere else, you
know.

Who do you try to reach most with this song?
It's a message to all oppressors and politicians who make
people suffer. That's who it is for.

How important do you think it is fo r Americans to
get involved politically?
All I know is that people should have a right to bring
about social change. We have to right what is wrong for
the majority of the people: oppression.

is enough in the world to feed everyone, but unfortu
nately there are lots of selfish people. It's wrong to reach
out and make people suffer.

What can we do to fig h t poverty?
You as an individual can't do much to fight poverty, it's
the government that could malm a change. You and me
can't really tight poverty much, it's the governments
around the world that could, because they have the
money and power. Either way, a lot of collectiveness is
needed.

Put it this way, my friend: If all the world, including
Saddam Hussein and George Bush, would bum mari
juana there wouldn't be any wars, like the recent war in
Iraq.

Should we work with or against the government?

Dancing and enjoyment of the music.

Do you think it enlightens people?

What do you expect o f your concert here at MSC?
Work with them for what is right, work against them if
they are doing something wrong.

Part II
Why did your music change in recent years?

On a different note, how do you go about putting
a song together?
I go about it different ways at different times for different
songs.

Time, as well as everything else changes consistently.
The world is growing up; we haven't reached our fullest.
As we grow, things change.

My own inside, my own thinking, person. That little
voice inside of me.

On your Jahmekya album, is the song "My
Generation" directed towards the generation
growing up now, or towards the offspring o f our
generation?

Which comes first, the melody or the lyrics?

That one's about the generation growing up now, but
about its offspring as well.

What gives you the idea to write a song?

Do you think Americans on a whole are involved
enough politically?

Lyrics usually come first.

On certain issues, yes, but not on everything, you know.
The environment, poor people and welfare, and equal
opportunity for each and everyone are issues that need to
be addressed more.

Who helps you?

S ta tistics say th a t approxim ately one third o f the
world is starving to death, and th a t two thirds are
living below the poverty level. Do you th in k that
W estern society is aware o f these facts?
You really can’t know everything because it is impossible
to be aware of everything that is going on, you know. All
of us have our own individual problems, and that is a lot
to deal with. The real problem is the government. There

thing which has grown God-made, so you use it accord
ingly. There is a purpose for it like any other natural
thing on earth. If you can't find a purpose for it, use it,
just don't abuse it, and don't let it harm you.

Are you going to use much o f your father's music
as an influence in the future?

My brother and my sister mostly.

One of these days we wanna do one of those albums with
just our father's music on it. On the Jahmekya album we
covered "Rainbow Country" already.

How has Rap music influenced your music?
I like Rap music, as well as many other types of music.
But, I can't identify with Rap.
Do you condone the use o f m arijuana?
If it's not harmful onto you, you can use it because it is as
natural as any other tree on earth. But if it is harmful onto
you, then don't use it! It is not something that is man
made like crack, cocaine, aspirin, Valium, or any of those
drugs that people give you in hospitals. It is a natural

Why did you change the name M elody M akers to
Ziggy M arley and th e M elody M akers?
Using the name Marley will attract more people, you
know.
Was there any rivalry because o f this change?
No, not at all.

Just one more thing before you Graduate...

One Mac Classic II
l . T he Macintosh® Classic II offers all-inone design with great perform ance and flexibility-at a very affordable price. T he Classic
II has a powerfi.il, 16 megahertz 68030
processor, 2 Megs of RAM , and runs applica
tions nearly twice as fast as the original
M acintosh Classic.

One Mac LC II
I . T he M acintosh L C II is the m ost afford
able color M ac with the powerful 68030
microprocessor and 4 Megs o f RAM. It
comes with built-in video support for three
different Apple displays, and an expansion
slot so you don’t have to buy a video card.

One Powerbook
1. T he M acintosh Powerbook 140 offers the
perform ance o f a desktop com puter in a
portable and light-weight design. It’s easy to
use, can run thousands of applications. Its
68030 processor makes it a powerful system,
comes with 2 Megs o f RAM , and a battery
recharger/power adapter included.

Fulfill the last requirement for making it in the job world. Purchase a Macintosh Computer.

Come in to the Montclair S tate Bookstore by June 30th, 1992.
This will be your last chance to order the work tool of the '90’s at advantageous student pricing.

Apple the Apple Logo, Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Classic is a registered trademark licensed to Apple Computer, Inc..
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-Eat, drink and be merry. Pig Roast Sat.
at NOON

/

-Sheryl (Tri Sigma)I love my little twin to
death!
-Leslie, Happy 22nd Birthday. Love ya,
Claire
-Corinne, Just tell me when the next photo
shootis. I’ll bring seka tapes to loosen up
with. Wally I.
-CAUTION!! Drinking at LB. BAR
causes hives! “How many candies for
that drink?”
-To all of you who stopped bye and gave
a sh-t and also to all of you that went to the
hospital with us, thank you for your sup
port and concern. George and Ken
-Rob(AXP) Thanks for the ride(s). Love
G
-The ladies of Zeta Phi Beta would like to
congratulate brother Lewis Watson of
Phi Beta Sigma.
-SENATE/IOTA Mixer Tonite. (Don’t
worry girls, we didn’t forget about you)
Senate
-Hey Mildred! Here’s the one I owe you!
Louis
-$50.00 Reward for the return of the
ArtCarved Ring Sale Banner. Bring this
red and white missing Banner to the SGA
office. No Questions Asked.
-I hate it when new jacks try to take over
the campus. Just remember fellas, we
are, and will always be the sh-t on this
campus!
-Christine, Kathleen & Claire, I had fun
this weekend with you guys. Sat. nite was
pretty intesting.... TJ? Love, Chrissy

-Agent #4: Risk is where the excitement
is! Thanx for the tip with the ice cubes.
Love Agent #3

-To all my Tri Sigma & Iota Sisters:
Thank you for making my birthday so
special & FUN! I had a great time. Love
you all -Gina

-Agent #1, Where did you sleep???
-Leah, The bird!!! I love ya and I‘m
gonnamissyou! LoveAndrea(SIGTAU)

-Ross, Happy Birthday even though it
was cancelled this year!! Love Sheryl &
Tanya

-Bob, Honald, all I have to say is WOW!
You are too cute!!

-Leslie, Hope you had a great birthday We Love You! Love Tanya & Sheryl

-Robyn (AIX) I have breathed you in, and
I am suppocating Admirer
-Angela (DPhiE) I will always be here
for you! I love you! Love Chantelle
-TKE - Teeterthon was awesome!
TriSigma
-Louie (AKPsi) You are one in a million
-thankyouforeverything -especially for
taking care of me! Love Always,
Chantelle
-Kelly & Brenda & Christine, This week
end was such a blur!! Love, Donna
-Zip, Dan, DiGangi, & Taddeo, When are
wegoingtohangouttogether!? Wemiss
you guys - we ’ll even cook dinner! Love
Chantelle & Mildred
-To the abominable doughman - knock it
off! F— you!
-Tibbets - Now’s the time on Schprockets
ven ve dance!
-Jamie - pantada!
-Cheryl, Friday won’t be the same with
out you! Love Big Wave

-Anessa & Kim, Thank you for making
my birthday so much fun! You are awe
some friends! Love Gee
-Sharyn (IOTA) lean finally be myself.
Thanx for letting me be you for 7 months!
Luv ya! Sharyn (NOT!)
-Andrea, Kristin, Barbara & Melissa, It
was very special being locked in the car
nival booth with you. We must do it
again. PS Kristin, thanks for the zeppoles.
Love Stacy (SIGTAUNU)
-Kristie, Ultimate bonding in Wildwood?
... Not! Try VT part two! Love your
other half
-Smiley, It’s too bad you can’t remember
Carnival. “They’re beat’n on Flounder
man” Don’t worry John, just go to sleep
you drunken F— !
-Sigma Tau Nu - 4 weeks left. I’m gonna
miss you! LoveElke
-Joann R. (Sigma) Oh what a weekend!
Thanks for being a part of memories I’ll
never forget! “T ak in ’ care of
business".... Love CB

Babyeeee. Love the cracksmoker
-Dena C of SDT - When are we going to
get Lauren back for breaking my nose
and leaving a permanent handprint on
your face? Michele D

-Michelle, Elephant Shoes! LovePZ109
-Dan(AXP) Just wanted you to know that
I love you! Love Jen(DXID)
-Dawnie B(Tri Sigma) Way too much
grain but glad you were there to stop me
from further damage...Thank You! -The
DJ

-Tracy, Dawn, Jill (SIGMA x 3) Too
many men! Had an awesome car ride to
Glassboro! Love Jen
-To the pledges of TriSigma - No more
MODULES!!! Good luck on the test!
Get psyched for retreat! Love Jen
-Bail Out Father Art MAY 5th!!!!

-Poopskie, Just wanted to say hi, pump
kin
-Amie(AXP) Thanks for fixing my tire
Thursday night! If you didn’t we would
have been stuck there during the riot! Jen
(D-Xi-D)
-Joanne(D-Xi-D) Thanks for letting us
crash Thursday night & for breakfast!
You’re such a sweetie! LoveJen(DXID)
-May 2nd, the return of Pig Roast. Look
for info....

-Lambda Theta Alpha Sorority NO Re
spect ever.
-Rondos, Your finally going to be pledge
mistress. Good luck!
-Congratulations to Theta Kappa Chi’s
New Exec. Bd.
-Brian, Tau Phi Beta, You visit is wel
come anytime. That is, as soon as you get
the energy to climb the stairs. Kim SDT
-Willy (D-Chi) You still owe me $195!!
You lost the bet! Kim (SDT)

-Flounder (TKE) Do us all a favor and
never let me have another one of your
mixed drinks again. My insides are still
on fire. Smiley

-Mike (TPhiB) Thanks for saving me
from bleeding todeath. Donna (AOmega)

-Abbe, Don’t worry, everything I would
have said about you in my speech you
already know! I love you. Love Beck

-To all those sweating “The Posse”, Re
lax you can always try again next semes
ter.

-Ali(SDT) I’m so glad your bubble has
burst! Now we can work on mine! Love
your fellow heart, Michele

-To Lou’s and Clarke’s - Congrats on
your initiation. The posse

-Misty, Kristen, Lauren and Dena (SDT)
Anyone want to take a drive on the park
way I’m feeling a little lonely! I could go
for a Vinny Bagadonuts! Michele

-Who’s house? Joe’s, Clarke’s, Frank's,
Rodney’s,Lizzi’s,W illie’s.Schwartzers,
Lou’s and Manny’s house.
-Christy (DPHIE) We’ll meet one day.
Your Secret Admirer

-Senate Kill A Keg Champs, Fat where
its at.

-Jeanne, I know that I can come to you
and that means a lot to me. Thanks for
caring, esp. now when I need it! You’re
a great friend. Love Becky

-Natalie(SDT) Whatta ya say-me, you, a
dozen eggs, and a bunch of innocent
bystanders? Love Michele

-AKPsi - the number one lesbian, homos
on campus.

-Carol, are we ever going to have an
unstressful week. I love ya, LeighAnn

-Was there really any question about who
was going to win Kill A Keg?

-United Greek Coalition Non-Alcoholic??
Think again, Thurs, April 23rd "Carni
val”. STOP LYING!

-Kim C., Suzy, & Natalie - Looking for
ward to Bohn girls? When are we going
to flip flop and bedpan shop? OK,

-Oh, Balina - personals goddess, we have
but one more week ofthis madness What
will we do with all our free time?

-Mags, Keep smilin’ pumpkin! Wuv,
Leigh

-Tommy, Why didn't you tell me you had
poison ivy “there” before Sat. night?
Love, Kerry

-Shar, I missed you though! Cri
-Senate Kill A Keg Champs. Did you
ever doubt our ability?

-Blair,Get us outta here!!! Love Charlie
-SENATE, Thanks for asking us to mix
with you. Love The 22 IOTA’s

-Dear PJ, Since I am going to be doing all
this “Corresponding”, will you be my
right hand man? Love Always, Stacy

Sigma Tau Nu, Thanks for your vote, I
won’t let you down! I love you all. Big
Wave

-Congratulatibns and best of luck to the
new executive board of Sigma Tau Nu!
Love and Sisterhood, FS8

-Pig Roast. SAT. at 12. Keep your eyes
open for the event of the year.

-To those stuck in the carnival booth Where are those zepoles? Love Elke

-Agent #3: Thanks for the cover up.. It
was well worth the risk, (what I remem
ber of it). Agent #4

-Dimples: 3 months and still going strong.
I love you. Tyco

SMOOTH MOVE.
BUY ONE SMOOTHIE
GET ONE FREE!
During study break at MSC’s Student Center
or
Evenings & Weekends at:

TCBY
400 Minnisink Rd.

TCBY
261 Clifton Ave.

(Off Rte46, nexttoChannel)

(PlazaOne)

Totowa, NJ

Clifton, NJ

Iff

**■

T
C
B
V
The Country$Best \bgurh
BUY ONE
SMOOTHIE
GET ONE
FREE!

Deadline for Personals is
Monday at 3 P.M.
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H E L P WANTE D
-CHILDCARE: Care for 2 school
age children, light housekeeping, 34 days/wk, Upper Montclair. Additionalhoursduringschool vacations.
Must have car, references. Call
746-9661 after7pra, anytime week
ends.
-POSITION AVAILABLE - For
Special Ed./Psychology Student fa
miliar with behavior modification.
Part time with 4 year old, friendly,
verbal, high-functioning, Alpine
Learning Group, Autistic Male Stu
dent. Hours: 3:30 - 7:30pm, M-F
Steady! Occasional weekends. Experience/References preferred. Call
201-420-9196.
-SUMMER CHILDCARE - Lov
ing woman wanted to care for my 2
year old daughter 2 to 3 days per
week in my Pine Brook home. Per
fect for Education major. Please
Call Carol-882-9322.
-W E’RE HIRING - PIZZERIA
UNO. Day or weekend availability
a must. Apply in person at Pizzeria
Uno in Wayne NJ, Rt. 23 South.
(201)256-0700.
-Caregiver/LiveOut— School Year
Only! Now ‘til 6/26 plus 9/8/92-6/
30/93 — School vacations off!
LOVING, ENERGETIC caregiver
for 5 yr. old. Alsodo housekeeping,
help with errands. Good $$. Must
have own car, valid driver’s license,
references. Call 509-9237.
-PART TIME/FULL TIME: COL
LEGE STUDENTS, Local Youth
Oriented Company seeks 21 hard
working, quality people. Work part
time now, full time after finals.
College credit and scholarships
available. $10.15/start. All majors
considered. Bergen/H udson
(201)843-9292. Passaic/Morris
(201)256-8085. Union/Essex
(908)381-3908.
-Child Care — Dependable nonsmoker needed for summer care of
Clifton 4 year old, Driver’s license
needed, live in or out. Call 4786630 evenings.

CLASSIFIEDS
-$40,000/yr! READ BOOKS and
TV Scripts. Fill out simple “like/
don’t like” form. EASY! Fun,
relaxing at home, beach, vacations.
Guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24
Hour Recording Reveals Details.
801-379-2925.
Copyright
#NJ11KEB
-$200 - $500 WEEKLY! As
semble product at home. Easy! No
selling! You’re paid direct. Fully
guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Re
cording Reveals Details! 801-3792900. Copyright #NJ11KDH

ATTENTION
-SUMMERTOURSTO EUROPE,
AUSTRALIA, ANDTHEGREEK
ISLANDS. 15-19 days, All ex
penses paid including meals.
$1395-$1798. CaU Contiki Tours
1-800-950-1037 ext. #2.
-TUTORING. Subjects: Biology,
Physiology, Biochemistry, Pharma
cology. B.S. in Biochemistry, PhD.
in Pharmacology. 9 years Pharma
ceutical Experience. Call (after 6)
772-3143.
-CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRINGEarn $2,OOOf/month+ world travel
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean,
etc.) Holiday, Summer and Career
employment available. No experi
ence necessary. For employment
program call 1-206-545-4155, ext.
C554.
-TOP RATED N.Y.S. COED
SLEEPAWAY CAMP PAYING
TOP SALARIES Seeking: Coun
selors, Waterfront, All Specialties.
Contact: Ron Klein, Director,
Camp Kinder Ring, 45 E. 33rd St.
NYC, 10016. (212)889-6800EXT.
272.
-No time to type? Give us your
term papers, reports, draft resumes
etc... Professionally edited, for
matted & letter-quality printed by
WORD PROS from $1.75/p. Ask
about discount with MSC ID. Call
744-9192, if no answer call 8935688.

FOR S A L E

CRUISE JOBS
2ruise L ines Now Hiring. Earn
¡>2,000+ per month working on cruise
;hips. Holiday, Summer and Full-time
anployment available. For Employlient Program call: 1-206-545-4155
ixt. C728
_______________ _
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-’89 Ford Probe GT, Turbo, Black,
Loaded, 5 speed, very clean, sunroof,
all power. $7,900.00 Must sell, call
between 6pm - 9pm, 201-691-7133.

-For Sale: Brand New Kramer
Guitar Strat Body with soft case.
Only $285. Call 340-8218, ask
for Paul.

FOR R E N T
-Summer Sublet Needed. University
of Virginia law student. Working in
NYC needs to sublet your studio or
one bedroom apt. from June 1 - Aug.
17. Interested? Callcollect(804)2959120.
-Rutherford, Large LR,DR,Mod.
E K , CTBath, l/2Bath,4 BR’s, 6 miles
from campus cleaned. $1300.00.5070279.
-Roommate wanted: to share 3Bdrm
apartment in Seaside Park. One block
from beach. For info, call Dan at
777-2988 after 10pm.
-Female Roommate(s) Wanted: Two
adjoining rooms available for one or
several to share. House is one block
from MSC. Call 783-1773.

L 0 5 T AND
FOUND
-Found Purse - To whomever re
turned a tan purse: Thank you for
returning my life which was lost
with the purse. May God bless you
for the rest of your life. - Pamela
Muchnick.

M CAT
WE OFFER YOU MORE...
* All classes taught exclusively
by PhD.
*We're MCAT experts-over 16

Global warming. Destruction of the
rain forests. Toxic waste. These
aren’t the legacies we wanted from
the “environmental” President. Urge
George Bush to attend the U.N.
Earth Summit in Brazil in June.
Right now, the United States is the
only major industrial power refusing
to do its part. Ask the president to
stop America’s role as leading pro
ducer of greenhouse gases. Tell
him to support the global treaty for
reducing carbon dioxide emissions,
ban the exportation of toxic waste,
and save the world’s rain forests.
The President is the only person
who can effectively lead the struggle
for our planet’s future.
NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION
u> trrndmCw|, tuk Tkt Wkut HamuIMOfnuyhmm*rr ft* Wukmg** DC XU

years of MCAT(dat) teaching
experience
•PHENOMENAL90%SUCCESSRATE!
EARLY BIRD AND GROUP
DISCOUNTS

DR. BLANK'S REVIEW
(201)966-9054

D A T /O A T
CASEY O' TOOLES
Casey O'Toole's at Wiilowbrook Mall is
creating a new nightlife concept We are
looking for motivated individuals to
bartend and join our waitstaff. Please
call 785-1888 or stop in Mon-Fri btw 2
PM and 5 PM of after 7 PM

G /W A T • M C A T
Small Classes.
Big Scores.
Guaranteed.
For more info on local
classes, call:

8 0 0 /8 7 6 -3 1 0 7
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COMICS
Calvin and

by Bill W a t t e r s on

HOME! CELEBRITIES NEED THE FAT
SUCKED OUT OF THEIR BRAINS, NOT
their Bo tto m s . w ha t o n e a r th
DO XOU WANT CHANGED? W R E
FINE THE WAT
TO) ARE/

WHAT CHARACTER ISSUE?' 1VE
GOT GHEAT CHARACTER.' I ’VE GOT
CHARACTER UP TO HERE '

FROM NOW ON, WHENEVER
TOO TELL ME THINGS, I
DONT WANT TO HEAR ANX
REASONS. EXPLANATIONS,
SUBTLETX OR CONTEXT.

TO WRITE A PARAGRAPH
ABOUT WHAT OUR DADS DO

" DAD ■THE
PARAGRAPH

I TITLE ,

\

"WHAT DOES MX DAD DO?
MOSTLX. HE GETS ON MX
NERVES THE END."

dM

ôhoe

XOU MAX GET T WEIL WHAT
A POINT POR
ELSE IS
SUCCINCTNESS. I THERE TO
r -A
SAX ?'

by Jeff MacNelly

Ml ONLT FLAW IS
A PRETERNATURAL
INTOLERANCE OF
PESKT RIDS

WEIL, I DONT KNOW ABOUT
ANTONE ELSE, BUT I CAME
from MX Room , rvi a rid
WITH BIG PLANS, AND I'M
GOING OUTSIDE.'
X E TA LATER/ . .

So MUCH FOR
WAT POUCT

y

for school , w ere suptosed

THATS WHAT
WE HATE.

i

IVE BEEN SAVING OPEN A
MX CHANGE FOR SAVINGS
WEEKS AND WEEKS, ACCOUNT?
AND LOOK HOWMOO
I'VE GOT/ GUESS
WHAT I'M GOING
TO DO WITH IT

EXERT TIME XOU
MAKE A DEPOSIT,
XOU CAN THINK,
‘OH BOX, ANOTHER
TWO MINUTES AT
COLLEGE '

Life in the bowl
by Christian Kogere

Gardening Tips frwn

Hie feriesser

It'S a g x d idea,
b tu rn your c a m p st

pile regularly,

using your

pitchfork to
Circuiate a i r
th rouoh th e

------:— urau
and to see any
if

Unopened mail {*>fS / V - v ^
b th e S u rfa c e

Y o c /n ^

Ç ljw iv n d

a

n e .w

F re o d

pei

3 < -+ s
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M other Goose and Grimm

Symptom of the Universe

by M
ike Peters

The C r o s s w o r d F u z z ie r

by Michael Kelly

© Edward Julius

ACROSS

Answers to Last
Week's Fuzzier

1
7
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
24
25
26

I çI nl Ml mT rTdW Ä I gI aI i I nI s I t I

n n n n n re

|P |E |E |K |S |.

n n rn n n n n R

s
s
T
E
P

O N
R E
■
E M P 0
L A I N
A D D E

f

A
S
S
E
D

27
29
30
33
36
37
38
40
41
43
46
47
49

Penman
Responded
Ingenious
Fetch
Rodeo a c t iv it y
Pertaining to
debating
Played a part
Part o f NCO
N.W. state (abbr.)
Aspects
C leopatra's k i l l e r
Middle East g u lf
Record o f brain
a c t iv it y
L iv e ly dance
Tired
E la s t ic it y
Depot (abbr.)
W riter Bernard ---Mr. Koppel
Hypothetical sub
stance
I rr ita te s
Move slowly
Playing marble
"----- la Douce"
E x tin ct New Zealand
bird
C apital o f Montana

Collegiate CW8706

51 S ig n ifyin g maiden
name
52 Humor magazine
53 Enemies o f clothin g
54 Captain ----57 U.S. ra ilro a d
58 Rare-earth element
59 Do a flo o r job
60 Ones who tr y
61 C ertain sto re 
keeper

DOWN
1 Skin in ju ry
2 Hackneyed expres
sion
3 Indication o f a
sa le item (2 wds.)
4 Harvard vines
5 Fender ----(accident)
6 Energy u nit
7 Dog sound, in
comics
8 Sign gases
9 Barber shop item
10 Songbird
11 German number
12 Hospital physician
13 T r ia l material
14 Poured, as wine

Look f o r a n s w e r s t o t h i s w e e k 's p u z z le r in n e x t w e e k 's M o n t c l a r i o n .

23 Inn fo r tra v e le rs
24 Former French
province
25 Imitate
28 Lamprey and
e le c t r ic
29 Mr. Caesar
31 Old song, “----- a
Seesaw"
32 Box ----33 Rain lig h t ly
34 "Walden" author,
and fam ily
35 Foods
36 Certain sports
cars
39 Ending fo r pay
42 Garment worker
43 System o f weights
and measures
44 Instru ctio n from
Jack LaLanne
45 Sun bather
47 Mme. Curie
48 Aroma, B r itis h sty le
50 Game o f chance
52 Indian servant
55 S u ffix : geographical
area
56 Hindu sacred words
57 South American
country (abbr.)
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Planned Parenthood

D <a y

Essex County
Affordable Women's Health Care

225 Stuyvesant Ave.
Lyndhurst •201-939-3435

Bring in
any PAID
library fine
fora
FR EE shot
any night.

WACKY
WEDNESDAY
PAY
ONE
PRICE
NOBODY
BEATS
OUR
PRICES!

FUNNELS
WELCOME
DRINK
DRAFT
'TIL
MIDNIGHT

Call 8 9 3 -5 1 0 2 A SA P - SPACE IS LIMITED!
Conservation Club is a Class I of the \

I t's y o u r
n ig h t
to p a r ty a s
B e d ro c
p resen ts:

MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE
LADIES NIGHT

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

T r a d e in
y o u r o ld

T rade in any
iS used bar sh irt
?
for a new
Bedroc shirt!

s k i-lift
t ic k e t s f o r
FREE d r in k s
225 Stuyvesant Ave.
Lyndhurst‘ 201-939-3435

a n y n ig h t.

COLLEGE PUB NIGHT
DRAFT BEER $1
ALL SHOTS $2
60 oz. PITCHERS $5

ALL LONGNECKS $ 1 TIL 10 PM
$ 1 DRAFTS ALL NIGHT
$ 2 SHOTS ALL NIGHT
$4 PITCHERS ALL NIGHT

Presenting

JELLO SHOTS
$1 ALL NIGHT

NO COVER CHARGE &
VbPRICE FOR LADIES
NOBODY BEATS BEDROC

DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE

ONE FREE DRINK

COLLEGE I.D. REQUIRED

COLLEGE I.D. REQUIRED

i p

Transportation: Bus is provided

T H U R SD A Y
MSC

225 Stuyvesant Ave.
Lyndhurst • 201 -939-3435

Tr

/ "Y

Time: Leave MSC at 6am
Leave D.C. at 8pm
Fee: $2 per person

29 No. Fullerton Ave.
Montclair
746-7116
Convenient locations also in E. Orange and Newark

WEDNESDAY

YX "V TT>v

Saturday, May 9, 1992

GYN Exams Birth Control Counseling
Infection Treatment
Pregnancy Tests
Prompt Appointments - Evening Hours - Bilingual Staff

T IP I

225 Stuyvesant Ave.
Lyndhurst • 201-939-3435

BEAT THE CLOCK
ALL NIGHT
7 - 8 PM
500
8 - 9 PM
$1
9 -1 0 PM
$1.50
1 0 -1 1 PM $2

ALL
DRAFT BEER
WELL
DRINKS
AND SHOTS

$1 SHOTS & DRAFTS
UNTIL 11 PM

NO COVER CHARGE
ONE FREE DRINK

CLUB Presents...

Trip to NJ/NY
Game
at Giants Stadium
•& U 3.B . 1$ a g la s rt.o rg . of the $ 0

SA LE D A TES :
A p ril 27-M a y 3
in C LUB office
TIC K E TS :
$ 1 2 students
$ 1 4 non-students

.......W
1 :0 0 p m

.

Transportation
provided. Bus leaves
S.C. at 12:15 pm

For more info call X 5 2 3 2 or
201 - 3 9 9 -4 3 3 7 (Andrea)

T h u rsd ay, April 3 0 , 1 99 2
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SPORTS

Men’s tennis moves
to 7-3 behind fine
play of Orlofsky
b y M aureen K. Me Leer
The men's tennis team soared to
a 7-3 record with wins over Upsala,
Ramapo, Stevens, NJTT and NYU.
The team easily beat Upsala, Ramapo,
and NJ1T with scores of 8-1. Two big
“confidence boosters” came with
wins over Stevens 7-2, and NYU, 54. According to Coach Fitzpatrick,
"These were tough matches and big
wins.”
The team's third loss came when
Glassboro defeated MSC 6-3. “A
close match and a tough one to swal
low,” Fitzpatrick said. Along with
this came a lost opportunity when
MSC was plagued with a rainout
against Rutgers Camden.
The team's record of 7-3 is up
from last year's 3-5 mark. This is

largely due to phenomenal playing on
the part of David Orlofsky.' Orlofsky is
a graduating senior who is going out in
style. With a record of 8-2, Orlofsky
has provided the team with spirit, matu
rity and many victories.
The team will bid farewell to two
other players at the close of the season.
Doug Said, Fitzpatrick's “Utility Man,”
will be graduating in June. Said often
fills in whenever needed, and he usu
ally delivers. Jose Gaspar will also be
graduating in June. Gaspar plays sixth
singles and came up with big wins over
Stevens and NJIT.
As the team will be losing these
important, talented and well-liked
players, it hopes to see positive results
next season from the returning mem
bers of the team.

Kane's dominance in net is
key to lacrosse's success
b y Jim K lo ssek
Since lacrosse and ice hockey are
not-too-distant cousins, it seems
fitting that both place a tremendous
amount of importance on defense goaltending in particular. As the
Rangers and Devils fight it out (liter
ally) on the ice, the spotlight falls on
New York's dynamic goalie duo of
John V anbiesbrouck and Mike
Richter and New Jersey's Chris
Terreri. After all,when it comes to
success in the playoffs, a hot goalie
can carry a team a long way.
As the Red Hawks prime for their
annual post-season encounter with
the best that the Knickerbocker Con
ference and the NCAA’s have to of
fer , MSC netminder Ken Kane’s role
on die team is looming ever larger.
The 6'3" junior out of Kinnelon High
School will take his .727 save per
centage and reputation as a pressure
player into the second season frays as
the Red Hawks shoot for their second
ECAC crown in five years.
Raised in Kinnelon, N.J., Kane
became a goalie by accident. When
he was younger, he showed up for
lacrosse practice one day and found
out the regular goalie couldn’t make
it, so, as was the case with so many
other “masked men,” Kane volun
teered to substitute andhasn’t wanted
to play another position since.
W hile he was playing for
Kinnelon High, Kane came to the
atten tio n of Doug Alsofrom .
Alsofrom, the current Red Hawk head
coach, was minding the sidelines as
coach for Montclair-Kimberly and
was impressed with the poise that
Kane displayed even at a young age;
he made a note to keep an eye on the
young netm inder. A fter Kane
graduated, he took off for Ohio State
where he put in one semester before
deciding to come back to New Jer
sey. It was after he took that opportu
nity that Kane decided to sign on with
MSC. The rest is history.

After backstopping the Red Hawks
to a sparkling 13-3 record and a trip to
the ECAC Championship game (a
tough 15-9 loss to Kean) last year, the
big guy is looking forward to a return
match with the Cougars.
“I feel we’re playing really well
right now,” Kane said. “The guys are
scoring and doing the right job on
defense, so I don’t see any reason why
we shouldn’t be able to make a strong
run for the championship.”
A perfect example of the Red
Hawks teamwork occured in the sixth
game of the season. The opponent was
Drew University, a potential top 15
school. In what most people consider
to be its strongest game of the year so
far, MSC confounded Drew at every
turn and came away with an impres
sive 13-7 victory. In that game, Kane
showed why Alsofrom calls him “a
sine bet to reach All-American status
in the near future” and “the best goalie
in the conference,” as he turned aside
30 shots to lead the Red Hawks to their
fifth win of the season.
It was a hard-fought game, the
kind Kane excels in. Ever since his
high school coach Bob Turco drilled
the work ethic into him, Kane, a psy
chology major who hopes to work for
the FBI one day, has made sure he’s
prepared for every opponent.
“Coach Turco always impressed
the need upon us that we’ve got to
want to win the game,” Kane said.‘T o
be really successful at anything you ’ve
got to want it bad enough. That kind of
thinking has made a difference in my
life both on and off the field.”
As someone close to the team once
said (paraphrasing), “As Kane goes,
sogothe Red Hawks.” That appears to
be true. If he’s half as successful at
putting criminals behind bars for the
Federal Bureau of Investigation as he
is in preventing goals on the lacrosse
field, the U.S. had better start building
new penal institutions -we’re going to
need them.

* H 0 ME G A M E S IN I T R L I C S

SOURCE: SPORES INFORMATION
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Davis quietly and effectively getting the job done
i

MSC head athletic trainer uses low-key approach in profession he loves
by M ic h a e l F resco
MSC Head Athletic Trainer John Davis
is one of those “behind the scenes” guys.
But don’t be fooled, because he can be found
on the sidelines o f a Red Hawk football
game in the fall and also near the dugout of
a baseball game in the spring, not to mention
other MSC sporting events. These are the
same sidelines Head Football Coach Rick
Giancola paces and the same dugout from
which Norm Schoenig leads the baseball
team. And while you’ve most likely heard
of Giancola and Schoenig, unless you’re
involved in MSC athletics, you probably
have not heard the name “John Davis” before.
However, Davis, 35, has been “behind
the scenes” at MSC for seven years, playing
a vital role for the athletic program, specifi
cally as head athletic trainer. Athletic train
ing itself may also be foreign to most people
outside athletic circles; however, its impor
tance cannot be overlooked.
Briefly, athletic training is a health care
profession that deals with the prevention
and care of athletic injuries. For example,
athletic trainers such as Davis attend as
many sporting events as possible, under
required doctor’s supervision, to be avail
able to an athlete that may need immediate
first aid care if injured in a game situation.
As a case-in point of an athletic trainer’s
value, Davis recalled a time before his MSC
days when a soccer goalie from Amherst
College dove into the goalpost while at
tempting to make a save and severly injured
his neck.

National Athletic Trainer’s Association
(NATA).
Davis became a certified athletic trainer
by the NATA in 1980. It is now 12 years
down the road and Davis says he owes part
of his political and athletic training success
to his student trainers. Davis said that aside
from helping out with the injured athletes,
the student trainers help out with various
jobs such as mailing athletic-related infor
mation and taking phone calls.
Moreover, because there is no assistant
athletic trainer, Davis has the unenviable
task of dealing with injuries from the 450 to
500 student-athletes that participate in the
22 sports here at MSC. As a result o f this
c imbalance, Davis noted that“MSC is almost
o
'■ H solely dependent on student-trainers.”
(0
What keeps Davis going? A better ques
E
w
o
**- tion would be, what keeps Davis here at
_c
MSC? After all, it is a seemingly monumen
(0
r tal task as the attentionneededforthe student
o athletes'injuries cannot always be given. In
a.
W all fairness, only one other college in the
John D avis
state has an assistant athletic trainer— Kean
success. In addition to being head athletic College.
trainer, Davis also teaches several courses at
However, about two years ago, Davis
MSC which are mainly athletic training in had to ponder the very question of whether
nature. Davis feels that education is just as it was worth staying at MSC or leaving. At
important as hands-on experience. He said, that time, Davis was offered a job at a local
“I am very much into the educational aspect high school to teach physical education and
of what athletics can mean to an athlete and also be an athletic trainer for an additional
the college as a whole.”
$15,000 more per year. He said no because
The East Stroudsburg gijaduate is also his passion was not in teaching physical
active in organizations such as the Athletic education; it was in athletic training. He
Training Society of N.J. executive council said, “I decided I would have to spend five
and a district II secretary and treasurer o f the hours of the day doing what I really don’t

Davis attended to the athlete’s needs and
evaluated him promptly. Knowing that he
was there for an athlete was; very gratifying
to Davis. He said, “I was in a situation where
I did what needed to be done.”
It is this very proud, but humble, attitude
that has been the driving force behind Davis ’

want to do, and just three hours doing what
I want to do.”
His apparent conviction for athletic train
ing goes back to his junior year in high
school when he was injured running for the
cross country team and the trainer aided
him. It was at this time when Davis realized
the value of athletic training as opposed to
the slim chance o f playing athletics

"An athletic trainer is diffi
cult to evaluate; we get no
wins or losses."
professionally. He said, “I really liked
athletics, and I wasn’t good enough to play
professional ball. This was a time for me to
be involved. I knew it was justright forme.”
As perfect a fit athletic training has been
for Davis, he has been equally compatible
here at MSC for the past seven years. So,
while you may overlook an athletic trainer
in favor of the higher profile jobs such as
coaching, that’s fine. However, the impor
tance of these “behind the scenes” profes
sionals cannot be overlooked. As Davis
says, “I like being behind the scenes. An
athletic trainer is difficult to evaluate; we get
no wins or losses.” But they constantly
make the critical saves.

Road spells trouble for
lacrosse as it drops two

Track and field performs
well at Penn Relays

b y J im K lo s se k

b y M a rk A. B e ln ay

* * s^

The Red Hawks had two road games
and two losses last week, games they could
ill-afford to let slip away so late in the
season. Before last week's dual losses to
KeanandManhattanvilfe, MSC was riding
the wave of a six-game winning streak and
an unbeaten road record; now they’re
hoping to regroup in time for the playoffs.
In last Wednesday's loss to Kean, a
contest The Star Ledger billed as “The
New Jersey War,” but is more commonly
known as “The Game,” the Red Hawks
battled back from a deep deficit late in the
game only to come up one goal short, 1514.
Trailing 12-6 later in the third period,
the Red Hawks came alive. Butch Meyers
and Keith Van Ness (four goals apiece oh
the night) and Neil B laney (three goals) led
the late surge capped by Van Ness’s tally
with just 6:27 left, which knotted the score
at 12-12. Unfortunately, MSC couldn’t
sustain that intensity level, and just two
minutes after it tied the game, the Red
Hawks were in the bole once again, 14-12,
thanks to Kean goals by Clair Vanderpool
and Mark Novarro, who connected just 21
seconds apart to give the Cougars the
advantage.
Those tallies would prove to be ex
tremely important as MSC once again
battled into the fray with a Meyers goal at
3:58 to pull the Red Hawks within one at
14-13. It was at this point, the Cougars

•

|

W-M

o f the field and tooJccontrol trf the contest,
“I think we relaxed a little too much in
the secondhalf,” saidKeandefcnsivemiddle
Gerard Benaquista. "But after they made
their run we pulled together again,"
The pivotal goal down the stretch for
Kean came off the stick: o f junior midfielder
Rob Dzinski, who had a total of one goal all
season coming into the game. He couldn’t
have picked a more opportune moment to
chalk up number twoas far ashis teammates
were concerned. He took a pass from Mark
Hetzbauser and drilled a tow shot past Ken
Kane to give the Cougars (12-1 overall, 6-1
in the conference) their margin of victory.
Meyers scored his final goal of the day with
just 48 seconds left, :but it was a case of too
little too late for the Red Hawks who dropped
to 7-2 on the season and 4-1 in the
Knickerbocker Conference.
The loss was devastating for the Red
Hawks in the sense that 1) a win could have
given them the division leadand2) It seemed
to affect themin their gameatManhattanville
on Saturday. Having defeated the home team
last year by a 21-17 margin, the Red Hawks
were unable to repeat the feat as MHV came
away with a 19-13 decision,
RED HAWK NOTES... After four
straight conference titles to its credit, MSC
will be hard pressed to repeat this year....
HeadCoachDougAlsofrom’s Careerrecord
now stands at 57-15.... The Red Hawks
close out the regular Season at home on May
5th against the US Merchant Marines.

The MSC track and field team traveled
to the Penn Relays this past week in order to
attain the goals they set for themselves at the
onset of the season. In reaching these goals
at the University of Pennsylvania in front of
nearly 30,000 spectators, the team learned
that when you reach for the golden ring, you
have to grab it and hold on with both hands.
To put it simply, the men’s and women’s
teams each traveled to the Penn Relays with
one simple thing on their minds: both teams
wanted to reach the championship rounds in
their respective events. Well, both teams
attained this feat, but in turn learned a
valuable lesson in doing so: even in defeat,
champions can be bom.
The men’s 1600-meter relay team trav
eled to the 98th Penn Relays and did some
thing no other men’s team has ever done. It
brought home a Penn Relay Plaque by run
ning away with the event with a time of
3:15:23. The MSC team ran against teams
such as the University of Maryland, Hunter
College and the University of North Caro
lina in this event and registered a solid
victory in which second-place San Francisco
State was a distant runner-up. The team of
Abdul Williams, Ernest Johnson, Wayne
Elliot and Dewayne Stevens ran extremely
well together with Stevens running one of
his fastest splits with a time of 46:20.
The men’s 400- and 800-meter relay
teams did manage to reach the IC4A Cham

pionships in both events, thus becoming the
first MSC team to do so. However, the team
did not run up to its potential and were
fortunate to reach the championship round
with times that would normally be far too
slow to qualify. Coach Blanton said, “We
got lucky with the 42," referring to the 400meter relay team’s lackluster time in the
event. Blanton remarked on the team’s
relative inexperience in settings such as
those at the Penn Relays, where on any
given day the athletes can be performing in
front of 35 to40,000 onlookers. The team of
Joe Bass, Dewayne Stevens, Neal Ruiz and
Abdul Williams seemed to be upset with
their performance in the 400-meters and let
it carry over to their 800-meter relay event.
Despite the team’s inability to live up to the
potential that it has displayed throughout the
season, this past week’s performance showed
that despite an inconsistent effort, this team
can still leave an indelible impression upon
its opposition.
The women’s400-meter relay team set a
ne w school record with a time of 48:18 in the
trials and placed third in their section at
Penn. The team performed against the likes
of Temple, Brown and John’s Hopkins in
this event and never reached its potential in
the finals with a time o f48:87. The team did,
however, become the first MSC women’s
team to reach the ECAC Championship at
the Penn Relays and were the only Division
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Sports rule
the world
What our lives would be like if there were no such thing as sports
Turn on the TV! Turn on the radio!
Whereveryou are, anytime, anywhere, sports
is there. It could be 1 p.m. or 1 a.m.. It
doesn t matter, because Sports is what keeps
this country from going under.
Many of you are saying, “What’s he
talking about now?” I assure you, there is a
method to my madness.
The other night, I turned on the TV at
1:30 a.m. and there were two hockey games
and a baseball game still being televised.
Then at the end of the baseball game,
Sportscenter was on. Watching all these
games at the wee hours of the morning, I
began to wonder- What life would be like
without sports!
This is a very scary thought. A lot of
women would probably say, “It would be
great. I ’d get to see my boyfriend or hus
band more.” But, it goes a lot deeper than
that.
When I think of life, especially my life,
without sports, I think about bacon without
eggs, rum without coke, Fred without
Ethel...You get the picture.
My life, and I’m not alone here, revolves
around sports. I know I’m not the only
person who can recite ESPN’s program
ming schedule. We all know that Roy
Firestone is on at 6 p.m. Sportscenter is on at
7 and 11:30 p.m. and also at 2:30 a.m. We
can set our clocks by it.
What would you do if there was no
ESPN, Sportschannel, TNT or MSG Net
work to watch? Whatifyoucouldn’ttum on
Channel 4 during any Sunday in the winter
and watch a football game? What if there

There would be fewer bi
kinis and tank tops, and
more people who look like
Tom and Roseanne Arnold!
That's a really scary
thought!
vere no Monday Night Football! One thing
s certain: more babies would be conceived
>n Monday night.
Have you ever thought about this? W e’d
>e forced to watch those old movies Chaniel 5 shows every Sunday, or reruns of
>lease Don’t Eat the Daisies or Father
Cnows Best. How boring! This is killing

me!
Now that I ’ve got you interested in the
question of “Life without Sports,” I ask you
to look at it this way.
I came to school today wearing a redand-white 76er baseball hat, a Mets shirt,
blue sweats that said “Kentucky Basket
ball” and Converse hi-top sneakers.

followed by a few high-fives, another thing
that wouldn’t exist if it hadn’t been for
sports.
Healthy bodies would also be non-exis
tent because weight-lifting and aerobics are
sports. Withoutthem, ourexercise would be
limited to walking, swimming and working
menial labor jobs. And since we’re lazy, the

But without sports, there would be no
such thing as a baseball h a t I would be
wearing either a beret or a cowbow hat. My
shirt would either be a plain white T-shirt,
something tie-dyed or a concert shirt, like
Van Halen. My sweats would be plain blue
and I ’d be wearing something like mocca
sins on my feet. Can you picture how
ridiculous I’d look?
A lot of you are saying, “I ’d still be
wearing sneakers.” Is that true? I don’t
think so. Running is a sport. Aerobics is a
sport. Whatelse besides sports are sneakers
used for? They are comfortable, but so are
moccasins or docksiders. I don’t know
about you, but I buy sneakers for playing
basketball or baseball, not because they are
comfortable.
It doesn’t end here. Not only would our
wardrobe change, but our language, or lingo,
would also be altered. We all use terms like
“In your face” and “Striking out” everyday.
How would you talk about sex if there was
no such thing as baseball? What the hell
good do the birds and bees do? It’s best
described by using baseball terminology.
We all say, “I struck out” or “I made it to
first base.” Of course, there is the most
popular, “I hit a home run,” which is usually

third choice would be the least likely.
Of course, we could run, but without
sneakers, it would be pretty difficult. A
world with little exercising would result in
fewer bikinis and tank tops and more people
who look like Tom and Roseanne Arnold!
That's a really scary thought!
If you did happen to work out and sweat
a little, what could you drink? I guess water
would have to quench your thirst; Gatorade
couldn’t. It would be useless. Orifyouwere
hungry for “The Breakfast of Champions,”
people would say, “What’s a champion?!”
No more Wheaties.
Sure, it sounds funny, but can you imag
ine life with no Final Four, no Super Bowl,
no World Series and no cheerleaders? Life
would be so boring.
Steven Jones, an accounting major,
agrees that sports is very important.
“Without sports there would be no fun.
No gambling. Nothing to talk about,” he
said.
I can’t imagine not being able to say,
“Did you see Canseco’s blast?” A lot of men

TRACK from page 34
HI team to perform in the event. The 1600meter relay team finished second behind
Northeastern in an event containing com
petition fROm the University of Delaware,
University of Maryland, Lehigh and Coach
Blanton’s former school, Lincoln Univer
sity. MSC ran a strong race with a time of
3:55:23 while Northeastern took top honors
with a time of 3:54:98. With a team that
includes Denise Drakes, Shantay Brame,
Sharon Lindo and Sherine Titus, MSC will
be a force to be reckoned with at the Nation
als, which take place the final week of May.

Though the team was hindered by bad
weather and the inability to carry out the
fundamentals that have helped it to achieve
the level of excellence it has enjoyed all
season, it still managed to reach the goals it
had set prior to the Penn Relays.
The team reached the championship
round in the events it had wanted to and from
this it will be able togainsomemuchneeded
experience so that it will be able to compete
on a higher level in the upcoming events
whichrival the magnitude of the Penn Relays.

and women would say, “It’s better that way
because I don’t understand what you ’re talk
ing about.” Maybe not, but when you say,
“She’s so hot” or “He’s got a great body,”
you are referring to people who have partici
pated in a sport. Most people have to work
for these bodies.
Imagine children growing up without
being able to go to a ball game with Dad or
bike riding with Mom. Sports is one of the
most important things to have in your youth.
“Without sports, young people going
through puberty would be unable to release
their newly found sexual wave of energy,”
said Russ Meneve, an accounting major.
“Sports help to depressurize these young
people’s genitals, decrease their high hor
mone count and reduce agitation that could
lead to puberty terrorism.”
This may be somewhat of a distorted
view, but there is some truth in his words.
What would children be doing if they weren’t
participating in sports? It could be danger
ous.
Not only children benefit from sports;
we all do! Gabriella Caserio, an English
major, said, "Sports allow all people a few
hours to abandon prejudices and to secure a
common goal-success. In our society, ev
ery moment counts."
Out society would not be able to survive
without sports. The one thing I've yet to
mention is money.
Sports revenue is among the greatest in
the world. The equation is something like
athletes + television = huge profit. But
without athletes, there would be little profit.
There are millions and billions of sportsrelated jobs, so the unemployment figure
would be incredible.
Athletes, trainers, general managers,
coaches, managers, owners, sportscasters,
sportswriters, among many others, would
all be unemployed. Considering the
economy right now, with all the people
involved in sports who would be looking for
work, there would be less specialization and
the work force would shrink even more.
You probably never realized that sports
is so important to us. Everyone has to admit
that athletics, whether participating, pro
moting or enjoying, is not just a money
making business. It's an integral part of our
life.
What an option we have, sports or
looking like Roseanne and Tom. I know
which one I'd choose.
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three-run homer and a two-run shot, while
Dixon smacked a double, a triple and
knocked in two for MSC. M artinez
contributed five hits to the MSC cause.
Senior left-hander Paul DeSimone (4-2) was
the winning pitcher for the Red Hawks.
MSC began its four-game streak on
Friday by defeating Ramapo College 7-2 in
Mahwah. This NJAC contest was called
after eight innings due to rain and lightning.
Sophomore pitching sensation Drew Yocum
won this one for MSC, lifting his record to 50. The left-hander’s ERA currently stands
at an astounding 0.72.
The Red Hawks return home to Pittser
Field for three games this week after playing
11 consecutive games on the road. Today
MSC plays host to Jersey City State at 3:30

p.m. Eastern Connecticut comes to Upper
Montclair this weekend for games on
Saturday (2:00p.m.) and Sunday (1:00 p.m.).
Road games include: Rutgers Newark on
Friday 5/1 (3:30 p.m.) and Monday 5/4
(3:30 p.m.), and North Carolina Wesleyan
on Tuesday 5/5 (3:30 p.m.) and Wednesday
5/6 (12:00 p.m.).
RED HAWK NOTES...All statistics are
through Tuesday 4/28...MSC has outscored
opponents 252-162...Home record: 7-3,
away record: 16-5...Monday’s victory over
Jersey City State marked the return of
centerfielder Steve Antonucci, who missed
four games with a sprained ankle...After
games with North Carolina Wesleyan, the
NJAC playoffs begin on May 8.
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Streaking Red Hawks peak for post-season
by Keith A. Idee
If you would have told MSC Head Coach
Norm Schoenig on April 7 that his baseball
team would be in the thick of the conference
race in late April, he probably would have
looked at you funny. That’s because the day
before, the Red Hawks had dropped their
third straight NJAC game, putting their
conference mark at 1-3. However, since
then things have been going great for
Schoenig and his Red Hawks.
MSC has not lost an NJAC game since
April 6, which is good for nine straight
conference victories. The Red Hawks
currently stand at 10-3 in NJAC play and are
creeping up on front-runners W illiam
Paterson (9-1 NJAC) and Trenton State (92 NJAC). While MSC only has three
remaining conference games, WPC has six
and TSC has five, both due to bad luck with
the weather.
Schoenig seemed optimistic about his
club’s chances to move up in the conference
standings. “W e’re not overly concerned
with it, but if teams start knocking each

other off, we could sneak in to the second
spot,” said the MSC skipper.
Overall, MSC has won four straight
games, 14 of its last 17, and currently sports
an impressive 23-8 record.
The Red Hawks latest triumph was a 63 victory over conference foe Jersey City
State College on Monday, in Jersey City.
MSC broke a 2-2 tie in the top of the sixth
inning when freshman DH Ralph Yezza
doubled home Victor Rosado, who pinchran for Mike Micucci, after the catcher
singled. The Red Hawks added what would
turn out to be the winning run in the top of
the seventh inning on freshman Tony
Martinez’s RBI single, driving home Joe
Critelli, who tripled. The Red Hawks struck
once more in the seventh and again in the top
of the ninth, while the Gothics managed a
run in the bottom of the ninth, producing the
6-3 final. Critelli cracked another triple in
the ninth, giving him two on the day, which
is good enough to tie the MSC record. The
junior right-fielder finished two for five on
the day, as did left-fielder Mike Dixon.
Martinez went three for five and raised his

batting average to .357.
Despite the success of other teammates
offensively, the hottest bat on campus be
longs to Dixon. The senior from Irvington
is hitting a remarkable .417, which is good
for tops on the club, as are his 53 hits, .490
on-base percentage and .614 slugging
percentage. The veteran is also tied for the
team lead in runs scored with 36, and third in
RBI with 34.
For his efforts, Dixon was named the
New Jersey Sportswriters Association’s
Player of the Week in the College Division.
He was also named co-Player of the Week in
the NJAC along with TSC’s Dan Dengler.
Schoenig is extremely pleased with the
production of the heart of the MSC lineup,
which begins with Dixon in the third spot,
and follows with first baseman John Pallino
(44 RBI) taking care of the cleanup duties,
and Micucci (41 RBI) in the five hole.
“They’ve been doing the jobforus all season.
If Dixon doesn’t knock the run in, Pallino
does. If he doesn’t do it, Micucci does.
Their RBI totals are very impressive,” stated
Schoenig.

In earlier action, the Red Hawks swept
their third consecutive double-header, tak
ing two games from Rutgers Camden on
Saturday, in Camden. MSC had an offen
sive field day, scoring 28 runs and drilling
42 hits over the two-game set.
It was a good thing MSC scored all of
those runs according to Schoenig. “We
needed those runs against this team, because
they can flat out hit,” he said.
In the first game, MSC again received a
big contribution from Critelli, who collected
two singles, a double, and three RBI, in
leading the Red Hawks to an 11-6 win.
Pallino and third baseman Rob DiLaurenzio
knocked in two runs apiece for the winners,
who banged out 20 hits. Senior right-hander
Joe DeMiro got the win for MSC, upping his
record to 4-0.
Game two saw more of the same and
then some from the visiting Red Hawks.
They ripped 22 hits, gaining a 17-4 victory
over Rutgers Camden. Pallino belted a
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Softball team dives into NJAC playoffs
KutchinskVs head first slide lifts MSC over Kean
by A l lannazzone
Only the strong survive. It’s all about
winning. It’s a question of who wants it
more. The NJAC Softball Tournament be
gan on Sunday and the Red Hawks showed
they wanted it more as they eliminated the
Kean Cougars from the playoffs with a 3-2
come from behind victory.
What a difference a year makes. Last
year, MSC, under first-year Head Coach
Anita Kubicka, surprised everyone by fin
ishing second in the conference, at 4-4.
However, the Red Hawks were eliminated,
for the first time ever, in the first round of the
NJAC Tourney by Ramapo.
This year, the Red Hawks, a much better
team, surprised everyone by finishing a mere
1-7 in the NJAC’s, but they upset the Cou
gars, the nation’s 14th ranked team, in the
opening round. Now, MSC is headed back
to the NJAC Championship Tournament.
Unfortunately, catcher Kristi Kutchinski
injured her receiving hand on the game
winning play.

against Stony Brook. Davis also said
Kutchinski is questionable for this weekend’s
NJAC Tournament in Trenton.
Luckily for MSC, there is one player
who is extremely healthy. Senior pitcher
Lois Fyfe, named the NJAC Female Athlete
Co-Player of the Week, went the distance
and allowed seven hits against Kean. She
upped her record to a shaky 9-10, despite
owning a sparkling 1.84 ERA. Fyfe also
chipped in two hits and an RBI on the day.
MSC’s win avenged a doubleheader loss
to Kean earlier in the week.
Kubicka said she was glad to be playing
Kean in the opening round of the tourney.
“I was looking forward to playing them
on Sunday,” she said. “On Thursday, we

were supposed to have a home game [against
Kean], but because of the rain, our field was
unplayable. I had to make a decision and I
decided to play them in Union.”
Getting the players to go to Kean was a
task in itself, Kubicka said. She had to
search through a computer to see where each
player was. Kim Drager, MSC’s shortstop,
had an exam she couldn’t be excused from
so she had to drive herself to the game. She
arrived just 15 minutes before its start.
Kubicka said that the whole situation
was trying.
“The games had to be played before
Sunday,” she said. “It felt like we had our
backs against the wall. It all started with the
fact that it was supposed to be a home game.

She’s injured on the play
MSC (15-13) was trailing 2-1 in the top
of the seventh, with runners at second and
third, when Kutchinski ripped a shot up the
middle. The Kean second baseman backhanded the ball and tried to throw Kutchinski
out. However, the sophomore catcher, not
known for her foot speed, dove head first
safely into the base.
On the play, Sue Stoft scored the tying
run, and Jennifer Flinn motored home all the
way from second base to give MSC the 3-2
lead. Kutchinski ’s game-saving dive proved
costly, though, as she dislocated her ring
finger and sprained two others.
MSC Head Trainer John Davis, who had
to pop Kutchinski’s finger back in place,
said she will probably miss today’s game

Lefty Dove! Kristi Kutchinski, batting, Injured her right hand on a game
winning slide against Kean. Kutchinski Is batting .316 with 18 RBI.

Any conference game on the road is tough,
very tough.”
MSC dropped both games, 3-1 and 3-0.
Fyfe was the losing pitcher in the first game,
while Michele Serio took the loss in the
nightcap. Serio’s record dropped to 5-3.
Fyfe had four hits and the lone RBI for MSC
in the twinbill.
The Red Hawks showed a lot of pride by
coming back after losing that doubleheader
to Kean. This team did not want the season
to end and now it won’t.
MSC is headed to Trenton to face the
nation’s number one ranked team, the TSC
Lions, in the double elimination champion
ship tournament. Also playing in the NJAC
Final Four will be Glassboro and William
Paterson, sixth and 11th in the country,
respectively.
The Lions will most likely throw their
ace at MSC in the Friday game, but on this
team, there are two aces. Trenton is 37-2
and its two starting pitchers, Becky Koenig
and Erine Grove, are 19-1 and 18-1, respec
tively.
Kubicka knows it will take a good effort
in order to knock off TSC.
“We need to go down and play clean
softball,” she said. “We can hit Becky.
W e’ve been hitting the ball better of late.
Defensively, we must play cleanly.”
RED HAWK NOTES...MSC won a
doubleheader over HunterCollege Tuesday,
8-0 and 8-7. Lois Fyfe went the distance in
the first game, for her 10 th win. In the night
cap, MSC came from behind as Kim Drager
broke out of her hitting slump with a tworun double off the left-field fence. The
winning run scored on a wild pitch. MSC
has played only seven home games this
year. It will be at home today for a
doubleheader against Stony Brookbeginning
at 4 p.m.

